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BOOTSTRAP INFERENCE AFTER USING MULTIPLE QUERIES FOR
MODEL SELECTION
By Jelena Markovic∗, Jonathan Taylor†
Stanford University
In this work, we provide a refinement of the selective CLT re-
sult of Tian and Taylor (2015a), which allows for selective inference
in non-parametric settings by adjusting for the asymptotic Gaussian
limit for selection. Under some regularity assumptions on the density
of the randomization, including heavier tails than Gaussian satisfied
by e.g. logistic distribution, we prove the selective CLT holds with-
out any assumptions on the underlying parameter, allowing for rare
selection events. We also show a selective CLT result for Gaussian
randomization, though the quantitative results are qualitatively dif-
ferent for the Gaussian randomization as compared to the heavier
tailed results.
Furthermore, we propose a bootstrap version of this test statistic,
which is provably asymptotically pivotal uniformly across a family
of non-parametric distributions. This result can be interpreted as re-
solving the impossibility results of Leeb and Po¨tscher (2006a). We
describe several sampling methods involving the projected Langevin
Monte Carlo to compute the bootstrapped test statistic and the cor-
responding confidence intervals valid after selection.
The applications of our work include valid inferential and sampling
tools after running various model selection algorithms including their
combinations into multiple views/queries framework. We also present
a way to do data carving, providing more powerful tests than classical
data splitting by reusing the information in the data from the first
stage.
1. Introduction. This work continues a line of research in inference after model selec-
tion beginning with Berk et al. (2013); Lee et al. (2016); Tibshirani et al. (2016); Fithian, Sun and Taylor
(2014); Tian and Taylor (2015a). This train of thought leads to the concept of a selective
model in which each distribution Fn in some statistical model Fn is conditioned on the out-
putM of some model selection procedure, a canonical example being the choice of variables
and their signs by the LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996). Let us denote by xMpS,ωq some possibly
randomized selection procedure which we might think of as a query, i.e. a function we eval-
uate on data S „ Fn along with possible independent randomization ω „ G. Also, let us
denote with Fn˚ the post-selection distribution of the data, i.e. distribution of S conditional
on selection xMpS,ωq “M . The selective model Fn˚ is determined by the outcome M of the
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procedure xM and the corresponding selective likelihood ratio
ℓMFnpSq “
dFn˚
dFn
pSq “ pFn ˆGqt
xM pS,ωq “M ˇˇ Su
pFn ˆGqtxM pS,ωq “Mu .
(We remove M from the superscript in later sections for simplicity.) In the numerator
above we marginalize only over the possible randomization while the numerator becomes
an indicator function in the case where there is no added randomization. The behavior of
the random variables pℓM
Fn
qFnPFn can be used to determine properties of the selective model
(1) F˚n “
"
F
˚
n :
dFn˚
dFn
p¨q “ ℓMFnp¨q, Fn P Fn
*
,
consisting of all distributions Fn˚ we get by conditioning Fn on the selection event for given
M . For example, Tian and Taylor (2015b) show that consistency under a sequence of unse-
lective (or pre-selective, treating M as fixed) models Fn can be transferred to a correspond-
ing sequence of selective models Fn˚ under conditions on the appropriate selective likelihood
ratios. Similarly, questions of weak convergence for sequences of selective models in Fn˚ can
be related to weak convergence under the unselective models Fn. It is these questions of
weak convergence that are the focus of this work. In particular, we construct selective boot-
strap procedures that produce asymptotically pivotal quantities which converge weakly in
a uniform sense over a large class of models.
Before detailing our contributions here, we review other related work in selective inference.
In Lee et al. (2016), the authors use the LASSO to select variables and provide valid tests
and confidence intervals for the parameters chosen based on looking at the active set of
LASSO. To achieve that, the authors base inference using the conditional distribution of
the data, where conditioning is on the result of the selection by the LASSO. Assuming
Gaussian errors with known variance (the assumptions on Fn), the truncated Gaussian test
statistic constructed in Lee et al. (2016); Tibshirani et al. (2016) is an exact pivot valid after
selection. It is constructed for saturated models, meaning that no relationship is assumed
between the response vector and the predictors before or after selection (Lee et al., 2016;
Loftus and Taylor, 2015; Tibshirani et al., 2015). In the saturated model framework, the
selection is done to adjust for the choice of the parameter to report and there are no
additional assumption on Fn coming after observing M .
Followup work, including Fithian, Sun and Taylor (2014); Tian and Taylor (2015a) among
others, point out that this model may not be realistic in many situations. However, the
principle of conditioning on the result of the selection by the LASSO is applicable in other
statistical models besides the saturated model. In the selected model framework, we assume
some relationship between the response and the covariates after looking at the outcome of
the model selection algorithm (Fithian, Sun and Taylor, 2014). In other words, the selected
model framework allows for adding assumptions on the underlying data generating distribu-
tion Fn after looking at the selection outcome M as long as the inference stage is done using
the conditional distribution Fn˚. In this framework inference is done by conditioning on less
than in saturated framework, hence increasing power. In this scenario, the conditioning on
the selection region adjusts for both choosing a model for Fn after selection and choosing
the parameters to test.
3Some recent work in selective inference has been focusing on removing the Gaussian as-
sumption on the data and getting asymptotic results for truncated Gaussian test statistic in
non-parametric settings (Tian and Taylor, 2015b; Tibshirani et al., 2015). Tibshirani et al.
(2015) also propose a bootstrap version of this test that is asymptotically conservative in
the unconditional sense, i.e. under the pre-selection distribution of the data Fn. All the
works mentioned have been focusing on the non-randomized selective inference, meaning
that given the data there is no additional randomness coming in either the model selection
procedure or the inferential procedures.
Tian and Taylor (2015a) propose doing selection on a randomized version of the response
vector or adding randomization directly into the objective function of a model selection al-
gorithm. They notice a significant increase in the power of a test with added randomization.
By adding randomization, the test statistic they construct becomes a smoother function of
the data compared to the truncated Gaussian test statistic. Their test statistic, we call
plugin Gaussian or plugin CLT pivot, is constructed by adjusting for selection a test statis-
tic that satisfies a pre-selection CLT, treating M as fixed. Tian and Taylor (2015a) prove a
selective CLT result, saying the plugin Gaussian pivot is asymptotically Unifr0, 1s under the
conditional distribution Fn˚ of the data in the uniform sense across a non-parametric family
of distributions Fn˚ . Since the conditional statements (under Fn˚) imply the unconditional
ones (under Fn), the guarantees under the conditional distributions are stronger.
In this work, we build on the main ideas of randomized selective inference, allowing
for both selected and saturated model setting. We extend the non-parametric results of
Tian and Taylor (2015a) and also introduce one more construction of the test statistic
using bootstrap.
1.1. Contributions of this paper. From theoretical perspective our contributions are as
follows.
(T1) Selective CLT with Lipschitz randomization. Under some regularity conditions
on the randomization, we first prove selective CLT without assuming local alternatives
(defined in Section 5), relaxing the result of Tian and Taylor (2015a). This allows for
the parameter of interest to be arbitrarily far from the selection region, allowing for
selection events that are relatively rare under the true data generating mechanism.
This result requires the randomization to have tails heavier than Gaussian such as
logistic distribution.
(T2) Selective CLT with Gaussian randomization. Our second theoretical result is
the proof that the selective CLT holds with Gaussian randomization under the local
alternatives. This means if the distance of the parameter vector to the selection region
is not growing too fast, the constructed pivot is asymptotically uniform hence valid
for inference.
(T3) Selective bootstrap. Building on the non-parametric results, we also propose a boot-
strap version of the asymptotically pivotal test statistic constructed in Tian and Taylor
(2015a). We prove that our bootstrap test statistic is asymptotically pivotal after ran-
domized model selection procedures with affine constraints under local alternatives.
The results are also under the conditional distribution Fn˚ of the data (conditioning is
on the selection region) and in the uniform sense across a family Fn˚ of non-parametric
distributions. We refer to the constructed bootstrap test statistic as the bootstrap pivot.
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We develop two novel samplers for computing the bootstrap pivot.
(C1) Wild bootstrap sampler. In addition to the challenges related to sampling from a
post-selection distribution, computing bootstrap pivot requires using the bootstrapped
samples for the data. Under the selective density, not all bootstrapped samples are
equally likely so the standard resampling with replacement techniques do not obvi-
ously work. To provide an efficient way of computing the bootstrap pivot, we use the
wild bootstrap of Wu (1986); Mammen (1993) coupled with the selective sampler of
Tian, Bi and Taylor (2016); Tian et al. (2016). This allows us to sample the weights
along with the optimization variables from a continuous density with constraints.
(C2) Weighted optimization sampler. Since the above sampler requires running the
sampling chain separately for each test, we devise an efficient way of constructing
both pivots and confidence intervals for multiple tests, e.g. all selected coefficients
in a regression. It relies on reusing the optimization samples across tests thus the
sampling has to be done only once.
Important applications of this work are as follows.
(A1) One view / query on the data.We develop an efficient way to report valid inference
for the selected coefficients based on observing the outcome of a randomized model
selection procedure such as LASSO, GLMs with ℓ1 penalty, marginal screening etc.
(A2) Multiple views / queries of the data. As most data analysts will want to try vari-
ous model selection algorithms when choosing a model, we present a way to construct
confidence intervals after multiple views/queries of the data. Any of the procedures
above can be combined into multiple views of the data framework, where we choose the
selected coefficients based on the outcomes of several model selection procedures. This
allows a statistician to do inference after GLMs with ℓ1-penalties, forward-stepwise,
marginal screening etc. or any of their combinations.
(A3) Data carving. We introduce a novel way to do data splitting through data carving
(Fithian, Sun and Taylor, 2014). Classical data splitting uses a part of the data to
select a model (stage one) and the leftover data for inference (stage two). Hence, the
classical data splitting conditions on the whole first stage data used for selection. In
this work, we select the model using the stage one data as well, but by conditioning
only on the model selected, we use the whole data for inference. Conditioning on less,
the data carving procedure provides an increase in power compared to the traditional
data splitting while preserving the right coverage for the selected coefficients.
(A4) Multiple splits. Finally, the multiple views framework is combined with the data
splitting framework into the multiple splits, a way to do inference after looking at the
models selected from several splits.
1.2. Outline. The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. We illustrate the main
methodological and computational aspects of our proposal through two examples of one view
on the data. The first one describes how to do inference for the mean after randomization
selection on the response without covariates (simple example, Section 2). The second one is
about inference after looking at the outcome of the randomized LASSO procedure (Section
3). The examples are followed by the general setup of randomized selective inference and
computational methods 4.
5We provide the selective CLT results for plugin Gaussian pivots for both heavy-tailed
randomization and the Gaussian randomization in Section 5. In section 6, we show that
under heavy-tailed randomization, the estimators consistent before selection (under Fn,
treating M as fixed) are also consistent post-selection (under Fn˚, treating M as random).
In Section 7, we propose a bootstrap statistic and show it is asymptotically pivotal.
Further, in Section 8, we present a general way of doing inference after multiple views of
the data, illustrated via two examples: forward-stepwise and running several ℓ1-penalized
logistic regressions. In Section 9, we describe the novel computational methods for data
carving. Combining this technique with the multiple views of the data, we present the tools
to do inference after multiple splits (Section 9.2). We advocate the projected Langevin
method, which enjoys theoretical guarantees described in Bubeck, Eldan and Lehec (2015),
for sampling from the log-concave density with simple constraints. The sampling details are
in Section H in the supplement.
2. Simple example: inference for the mean after randomized selection. We
start with an example where we do inference for the mean of i.i.d. random variables where the
data vector is selected such that the randomized t-statistic is above some given threshold.
The data vector y “ py1, . . . , ynq consists of yi i.i.d.„ Fn, i “ 1, . . . , n, pre-selection. The
subscript n in Fn indicates that the data generating distribution might vary with n. F
n
n
denotes the joint distribution of n i.i.d. samples from Fn. For simplicity, let us assume the
variance of Fn is 1 and denote the mean of Fn as µpFnq. We want a test for the mean
H0 : µpFnq “ µ after selection of the following form
?
ny¯ ` ω ą t, py, ωq „ Fnn ˆG,
where y¯ “ 1
n
řn
i“1 yi, t is some fixed (and known) threshold. ω „ G is added randomization
independent of the data and the distribution G on R with the density denoted as g is known.
Denote with sG, the survival function of ω, i.e. sGpxq “ Gtω ą xu. Let the post-selection
distribution of the data vector y be Fn˚. In other words, Fn˚ is the marginal distribution of
the data vector y, where we marginalize over the randomization ω, in the joint selective
distribution of py, ωq „ Fnn ˆG given
?
ny¯ ` ω ą t. Let us also denote as Fµptq the CDF of?
npy¯ ´ µq, where y „ Fn˚.
Leeb and Po¨tscher (2006a) show that for the normal distribution Fn “ Φpµ,1q one cannot
estimate Fµptq uniformly consistently, i.e. for a fixed t any estimate pF ptq that is consistent
at µ “ 0,
(2) @δ ą 0, lim
nÑ8F
˚
n
!
| pF ptq ´ F0ptq| ą δ) “ 0,
necessarily fails to be consistent uniformly in the neighborhood around zero. In other words,pF ptq that satisfies (2) also satisfies
(3) lim inf
nÑ8 sup|µ|ă h?
n
F
˚
n
!
| pF ptq ´ Fµptq| ą δ) ě c ą 0,
for some constants h, δ, c ą 0. The local alternatives in (3) can be replaced by |µ| ă R for
some constant R as well. The authors show the result for non-randomized selection events
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but the argument holds with randomized selection events as well. Hence, no uniformly
consistent estimator of the conditional distribution Fµptq exists, not even locally.
Despite their result, we can still get a uniformly consistent confidence interval for the
mean µ by inverting a test. If we construct a test statistic pFµptq such that
(4) @δ ą 0, lim
nÑ8 sup|µ|ă h?
n
F
˚
n
"
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇ pFµptq ´ Fµptqˇˇˇ ą δ* “ 0,
then we can construct a confidence interval for µ by inverting this test statistic. Using the
fact that Fµp
?
npy¯ ´ µqq is exactly distributed as Unifr0, 1s, (4) implies that under Fn˚ the
test statistic pFµp?npy¯ ´ µqq is asymptotically uniformly Unifr0, 1s, i.e.
(5) lim
nÑ8 sup|µ|ă h?
n
sup
tPr0,1s
ˇˇˇ
F
˚
n
! pFµp?npy¯ ´ µqq ď t)´ tˇˇˇ “ 0.
We refer to the statement in (5) as the selective CLT. This implies the constructed p1´αq-
confidence interval Iαpyq “
!
µ : pFµ p?npy¯ ´ µqq P rα{2, 1 ´ α{2s) is uniformly valid under
the conditional distribution of the data, i.e.
(6) lim
nÑ8 sup|µ|ă h?
n
|F˚ntµ P Iαpyqu ´ p1´ αq| “ 0,
for a given level α (follows from Lemma A.1 in Romano et al. (2012)). Our goal is to
construct pFµptq that satisfies (4) using bootstrap.
Remark 1 A consistent p1´ αq-confidence interval Iαpyq for µ is defined as
lim
nÑ8 |F
˚
ntµ P Iαpyqu ´ p1´ αq| “ 0
across a single sequence of distributions tFnu8n“1. Having uniformly consistent confidence
intervals and not just consistent is an important inferential goal since it makes a difference
in coverage guarantees for finite n (Romano et al., 2012; Tibshirani et al., 2015). Given
ǫ ą 0, there exists npǫq such that for every n ě npǫq the coverage of uniformly consistent
intervals is guaranteed at level 1´α´ ǫ no matter what the underlying µ is. For consistent
confidence intervals, this might not hold since the required sample size will depend on µ as
well.
Remark 2 The non-regularity problems of this kind (parameter at the boundary) have
been also considered in Andrews (2000); Laber et al. (2014); McKeague and Qian (2015).
McKeague and Qian (2015) provide a bootstrap test for testing the global null in the non-
randomized version of the model selection problem. We consider a similar problem of per-
forming inference after marginal screening in Section G in the supplement. As pointed out
in Leeb (2015), their test is for a point null, hence the non-regularity problem is not an
issue anymore (Leeb and Po¨tscher, 2006a,b). We provide a similar fix, i.e. circumventing
the non-regularity issue by providing a test, instead of doing inference based on a cumula-
tive distribution function of an estimator (that is known to provide non-uniform limiting
behavior (Leeb and Po¨tscher, 2006b)). However, our test is not just for testing a global null
but can be used more generally for testing any linear combination of the underlying param-
eter vector. As for the construction of confidence intervals, the test of McKeague and Qian
(2015) is hard to invert, while we construct confidence intervals as well.
72.1. Plugin Gaussian pivot. Before describing the bootstrap versions of pFµptq, let us first
construct a Gaussian version for pFµptq denoted as
pFGµ ptq “ pΦp0,1q ˆGq  Z ď t | Z `?nµ` ω ą t( ,
where the probability on the RHS is under Z ˆ ω „ Φp0,1q ˆ G. pFGµ ptq represents the
conditional CDF of the data if the data was normal pre-selection, i.e. in the case Fn “ Φpµ,1q.
We refer to pFGµ p?npy¯´µqq, as the plugin Gaussian (or plugin CLT) pivot. Tian and Taylor
(2015a) show that under heavy-tailed distribution G, the selective CLT from (5) holds with
the local alternatives assumption on µ as stated |µ| ă h{?n for a constant h. Our results in
Section 5 extend their results to show that in cases when G is heavy-tailed we can remove
the local alternatives assumption so that the uniformity statement is across µ P R. In the
case when G is Gaussian, we keep the local alternatives to prove selective CLT. Thus, the
plugin Gaussian pivot leads to an asymptotically uniformly valid test and a confidence
interval for µ post-selection across a family of non-parametric distributions Fn.
Computationally, we present two sampling ways of computing the plugin Gaussian pivot.
The first approach is a more natural method for the particular setting of the simple example,
also used to illustrate the selective sampler. The second approach is more efficient in more
complicated settings so we present it here to convey the idea.
• (Selective sampler) It suffices to sample Z and ω from the selective density proportional
to
φp0,1qpZq ¨ gpωq ¨ ItZ`?nµ`ωątu,
where φp0,1qp¨q is the density of the standard normal distribution. Using a simple change
of variables technique, this sampling density can be simplified so that the constraint set
does not involve both Z and ω. The change of variables here is a special example of the
pull back trick of Tian et al. (2016) that we refer to as the selective sampler. Denoting
v “ Z ` ω `?nµ, the selective density of pZ, vq becomes proportional to
(7) φp0,1qpZq ¨ gpv ´ Z ´
?
nµq ¨ Itvątu.
Sampling from the density in (7) becomes easier since the density does not involve any
restrictions on the data variable Z. Having the Z samples from the density above, com-
puting the plugin Gaussian pivot pFGp?npy¯ ´ µqq is straightforward. To compute the
confidence interval for µ based on this test, we run the sampler once at a reference value
for µ, usually taken to be MLE pre-selection (y¯ in this example). Then we tilt the Z`?nµ
samples at the reference to get the post-selection Z `?nµ samples at other µ values.
• (Weighted optimization sampler) We write the selective density of pZ, vq as proportional
to
φp0,1qpZq ¨ gpv ´
?
ny¯obsq ¨ Itvątu ¨
gpv ´ Z ´?nµq
gpv ´?ny¯obsq ,
where
?
ny¯obs is the observed value. We sample Z „ Φp0,1q and the optimization variable
v from a density proportional to
(8) gpv ´?ny¯obsq ¨ Itvątu
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and independently from Z samples. By tilting the independent pZ, vq samples by the
ratio wpZ, vq “ gpv´Z´
?
nµq
gpv´?ny¯obsq we get the samples from the selective density. Precisely, to
compute the pivot for a given µ we do the following.
1. (Optimization sampler) Get the optimization samples vs, s “ 1, . . . , S from the density
in (8). We use projected Langevin for this step.
2. (Gaussian sample) Sample Zs, s “ 1, . . . , S, from a normal distribution N p0, 1q.
3. (Tilting / Weighting) We weight the combined samples pZs, vsq from the first two steps
to compute the plugin Gaussian pivot as
Sÿ
s“1
ItZs`?nµď?ny¯obsu ¨
wpZs, vsqřS
s1“1wpZs1 , vs1q
.
To compute the confidence intervals, we need to repeat only the third step above for
µ values over a grid.
2.2. Bootstrap pivot. Using bootstrap, we approximate Fµptq bypFBµ ptq “ ppFnn ˆGq  ?npy¯˚ ´ y¯q ď t ˇˇ?npy¯˚ ´ y¯q ` ?nµ` ω ą t( ,
where pFn is the empirical distribution of our sample y. y˚ “ py1˚ , . . . , yn˚q „ pFnn denotes
a bootstrap sample and y¯˚ is its sample mean. The asymptotically pivotal test statistic
in this case becomes pFBµ p?npy¯ ´ µqq and we refer to it as the bootstrap pivot. Our result
in Section 5 proves that for more general affine selection events the constructed bootstrap
pivots are asymptotically uniformly Unifr0, 1s after selection under some assumptions, thus
can be used for inference post-selection.
We present three ways of computing the bootstrap pivot. The first method is the most
natural for the simple example; however, since the method is hard to generalize we also
provide two bootstrap samplers that are applicable in more complicated regression examples.
• (Bootstrap samples adjusted for selection probabilities) Using the standard sampling with
replacement, we bootstrap the data vector y and compute the bootstrapped mean samples
as y¯˚b, b “ 1, . . . , B. Then we compute pFBµ ptq as
(9)
řB
b“1 sG `t´?nµ´?npy¯˚b ´ y¯q˘ ¨ It?npy¯˚b´y¯qďtuřB
b“1 sG pt´?nµ´?npy¯˚b ´ y¯qq .
We can think of computing the above quantity as weighting the bootstrap samples with
the corresponding selection probabilities sGp¨q. To perform a test for the mean we usepFBµ p?npy¯ ´ µqq as the test statistic and its asymptotically uniform distribution as the
reference distribution under the null. The confidence intervals can be constructed by
inverting this test. This involves a grid search for µ such that pFµp?npy¯ ´ µqq P rα{2, 1´
α{2s. This is essentially the grid bootstrap of Hansen (1999); however, in our example we
do not have to resample the data (to compute the test statistics) for each µ on the grid,
but we can sample once and reuse samples in computing the test statistic for each µ. This
makes the construction of confidence intervals faster. Since in more complicated examples
computing the selection probabilities efficiently is hard, we devise two alternative ways
to do bootstrap.
9• (Wild bootstrap sampler) Without selection, the wild bootstrap approximates the distri-
bution of
?
npy¯ ´ µq with the distribution of 1
n
řn
i“1pyi ´ y¯qαi, where α “ pα1, . . . , αnq
is a vector of bootstrap weights. We take αi
i.i.d.„ Hα, i “ 1, . . . , n, with density hα. The
wild bootstrap approximation of Fµptq becomes
pHnα ˆGq
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pyi ´ y¯qαi ď t
ˇˇˇ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pyi ´ y¯qαi `
?
nµ` ω ą t
+
“
Eα„Hnα
„ sG´t´?nµ´ 1?
n
řn
i“1pyi ´ y¯qαi
¯
I!
1?
n
řn
i“1pyi´y¯qαiďt
)
Eα„Hnα
” sG´t´?nµ´ 1?
n
řn
i“1pyi ´ y¯qαi
¯ı .(10)
In this example we can just resample α from Hnα or numerically integrate over the numer-
ator and denominator in (10). However, since our approach to computing the bootstrap
pivot in more complicated selection events in higher dimensions involves MC techniques,
we illustrate that approach here as well. A sampling approach to computing the wild
bootstrap test statistic involves sampling weights α P Rn from the density proportional
to
(11)
˜
nź
i“1
hαpαiq
¸
¨ sG˜t´?nµ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pyi ´ y¯qαi
¸
.
We then compute the bootstrap pivot by computing the quantile of
?
npy¯´µq with respect
to the empirical samples 1?
n
řn
i“1pYi ´ y¯qαi. To compute the confidence interval for µ,
we do the sampling once at a reference value for µ and then we do Gaussian tilt of the
samples 1?
n
řn
i“1pYi´ y¯qαi`
?
nµ to get the pivots at other µ values. In more complicated
examples later the sampling density will also involve constrained optimization variables.
• (Weighted optimization sampler) We reuse the weighted optimization sampler from com-
puting the plugin Gaussian pivot while changing the Z samples in the second step there
there with the bootstrap samples
?
npy¯˚ ´ y¯q.
3. LASSO with random design.
3.1. Notation. In this and the following examples we assume the correlation model where
the design matrixX P Rnˆp, with rows xTi , i “ 1, . . . , n, is random. We denote the response
vector as y “ py1, . . . , ynq P Rn. Using a randomized procedure on pX,yq, we select a
subset E Ă t1, . . . , pu of predictors. We denote the pre-selection distribution of the data as
pxi, yiq i.i.d.„ Fn, i “ 1, . . . , n, with the density denoted as fn. Let the entries of matrix X be
scaled by 1{?n.
We provide inference for the population quantities corresponding to the selected predic-
tors E. Note that when we talk about the selected model in general we use the notation
M to denote the model. In concrete examples presented, our model is determined by the
selected predictors which we denote as E. Let us denote asXE P Rnˆ|E| the submatrix ofX
consisting of the selected columns from E only. In the case of Gaussian loss, the parameter
of interest equals β˚E “ β˚EpFnq “ pEFn
“
XTEXE
‰q´1EFn “XTEy‰ and in the case of logistic
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loss β˚E satisfies EFnrXTEpy ´ πEpβ˚Eqqs “ 0, where πEpβq “ exppXEβq1`exppXEβq for any β P R|E|.
Precisely, our hypothesis is H0 : A
Tβ˚E “ θ for a given matrix A P Raˆ|E|. The goal is to
do valid inference for this linear combination of β˚E taking into account that E is computed
based on data.
To do inference for β˚E pre-selection (treating E is fixed), we can use β¯E, the MLE of the
model y „XE . In the case of Gaussian likelihood, the MLE becomes β¯E “ pXTEXEq´1XTEy
and in the case of logistic likelihood, it satisfiesXTEpy´πEpβ¯Eqq “ 0. Pre-selection, the MLE
is asymptotically Gaussian so we use its normal distribution as the reference distribution.
It is worth repeating that we use the terms pre-selection, before selection or in the original
distribution Fn to say that we treat the selected model E as fixed (non-random).
Remark 3 We should emphasize that in order to do valid inference we do not assume the
selected model is true data generating mechanism but we construct confidence intervals for
the population parameters corresponding to the selected model. Also, upon looking at the
outcomes of the model selection procedures, an analyst decides on her own model for which
to report inference.
To adjust for selection, the inference is done under the conditional distribution of β¯E ,
where the conditioning is on the event that the randomized procedure applied to pX,yq
chooses model E. The conditional distribution of the data is denoted as Fn˚. The pivots
constructed based on β¯E and the selection event have guarantees under Fn˚, meaning that
in selective inference results we account for the fact that E is random.
Before describing the LASSO selection in detail, let us introduce more notation. Usually,
the selection event imposes constraints on not only β¯E but also on additional data vectors.
In the LASSO selection, the selection event can be written in terms of D “
ˆ
DE
D´E
˙
“ˆ
β¯E
XT´Epy ´XEβ¯Eq
˙
in the case of Gaussian loss and in terms ofD “
ˆ
β¯E
XT´Epy ´ πEpβ¯Eq
˙
in the case of logistic loss.
3.2. Problem setup. The randomized LASSO (Tian and Taylor, 2015a; Tian et al., 2016)
applied to pX,yq solves
(12) βˆpX,y,ωq “ argmin
βPRp
1
2
}y ´Xβ}22 ` λ}β}1 `
ǫ
2
}β}22 ´ωTβ, ppX,yq,ωq „ Fnn ˆG,
where ω „ G represents the noise from a known distribution G on Rp with density g.
The term ǫ
2
}β}22 for some constant ǫ ą 0 is added in the objective to make sure the so-
lution exists (see Tian et al. (2016)). Taking ǫ to be of order Op1{?nq corresponds to
performing randomized LASSO and taking ǫ to be Op1q corresponds to a randomized
elastic net (Zou and Hastie, 2005). Assume the randomized LASSO selects pE, sEq, where
E Ă t1, . . . , pu is the candidate set of variables and sE P t˘1u|E| are their signs. We write
the solution of (12) as βˆ “ βˆpX,y,ωq “
ˆ
βˆE
0
˙
.
In order to get the distribution of a chosen test statistic for testing a linear combination
β˚E under the null, we need to sample data form the distribution conditional on LASSO
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in (12) selecting model E. The selection event consists of all such data and randomization
pairs such that solving the randomized LASSO (12) for that pair gives the same pE, sEq:
SpE,sEq “
!
pX 1,y1,ω1q : βˆ´EpX 1,y1,ω1q “ 0, signpβˆEpX 1,y1,ω1qq “ sE
)
.
Sampling the data and the randomization from this region is hard due to the complicated
constraints.
Using the pull-back measure trick of Tian et al. (2016), we re-parametrize a complicated
constraints set of data and randomization SpE,sEq using the so called optimization variables,
naturally arising random variables in the problems of interest, that along with the data
describe the selection region. Now instead of sampling data and the randomization variables
from a much more complicated region, we sample data and the optimization variables
from a much simpler region with the constraints on the optimization variables only. In the
randomized LASSO problem presented the optimization variables are pβE ,u´Eq P R|E| ˆ
R
p´|E|, where βE corresponds to the active part of the minimizer βˆ and u´E corresponds to
the inactive part of the sub-gradient of the penalty. The optimization variables are chosen
such that we can recover ω by the sub-gradient equation of (12) as ω “ ωpX,y,βE ,u´Eq
for some function ω. Instead of sampling data and the randomization variables from a
complicated set of joint constraints, we sample data and the optimization variables with
a simpler set of constraints only on the optimization variables. The sampling density of
pX,y,βE ,u´Eq is then proportional to
(13)
˜
nź
i“1
fnpxi, yiq
¸
¨ g
ˆ
´XTy `
ˆ
XTEXE ` ǫI|E|
XT´EXE
˙
βE ` λ
ˆ
sE
u´E
˙˙
supported on Rnˆp ˆ Rn ˆ R|E|sE ˆ r´1, 1sp´|E|, where R|E|sE denotes the orthant in R|E|
corresponding to signs sE . Usually we do not know fn explicitly but for doing the inference
on β˚E we sample from a simpler space using the pre-selection asymptotic distributions as
follows.
The only randomness coming from the data in (12) is in the gradient of the loss, which
can be expressed in terms of the vector D. Pre-selection (treating E as fixed), this vector
is asymptotically normally distributed D Ñ Np pµD,ΣDq, as n Ñ 8, under pX,yq „ Fn.
In terms of D, the sub-gradient equation from solving (12) becomes
ωpD,βE ,u´Eq “MD `BβE `Uu´E `L,
with signpβEq “ sE and }u´E}8 ď 1, where
M “ ´
ˆ
XTEXE 0
XT´EXE Ip´|E|
˙
, B “
ˆ
XTEXE ` ǫI|E|
XT´EXE
˙
, U “
ˆ
0
λIp´|E|
˙
, L “
ˆ
λsE
0
˙
with I denoting the identity matrix of the dimension in the subscript. Note that with the
abuse of notation we use ωp¨q to denote the randomization reconstruction map in terms
of both pX,y,βE ,u´Eq and pD,βE ,u´Eq. Hence, instead of sampling from the density
in (13), we alternatively sample pD,βE ,uEq using the asymptotic normality of D. The
selective density of pD,βE ,u´Eq becomes proportional to
φpµD ,ΣDqpDq ¨ gpωpD,βE ,u´Eqq ¨ ItsignpβEq“sEu ¨ It}u´E}8ď1u.
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Remark 4 We can further reduce the dimension of optimization variables from dimpβEq`
dimpu´Eq “ p to |E| by marginalizing u´E from the selective density above. That is doable
explicitly given that G consists of independent coordinates. For further details see Tian et al.
(2016).
3.3. Linear decomposition. The change of variables technique above addresses the dif-
ficulties in sampling from the selective density of the data conditional on the randomized
selection region. Another computational issue is sampling the relevant part of the data vec-
tor corresponding to the selected parameter of interest, while conditioning on the part of the
data vector corresponding to the nuisance parameters. This is done via linear decomposition.
When testing the hypothesis H0 : A
Tβ˚E “ θ, we use }T ´ θ}22 as a test statistic, where
T “ AT β¯E denotes the so called target statistic. To have this test be valid pre-selection
(treating E as non-random), we use asymptotic normality of T to determine a reference
distribution. Post-selection, however, we need to base our inference under the post-selection
distribution of T . Note that we can do inference for any parameter θpFn, Eq “ θ, assuming
the target statistic T for θ and the data vector D satisfy the pre-selection CLT:ˆ
T
D
˙
Ñ Na`p
ˆˆ
θ
µD
˙
,
ˆ
ΣT ΣT ,D
ΣD,T ΣD
˙˙
as n Ñ 8. Denote F “ D ´ pΣD,T pΣ´1T T , where pΣD,T and pΣT are the estimates of the
respective covariances. By decomposing D “ F ` T and by conditioning on F , it suffices
to sample pT ,βE ,u´Eq in order to get the post-selection distribution of the target statistic
T under the null. The plugin CLT sampling density of pT ,βE,u´Eq is proportional to
(14) φpθ, pΣT qpT q ¨ g
´ĂMT `BβE `Uu´E ` rL¯ ,
supported on Rp ˆR|E|sE ˆ r´1, 1sp´|E|, where ĂM “M pΣD,T pΣ´1T , rL “ L`MF . Here φp¨,¨q
is the density of multivariate normal with the respective mean and covariance matrix in
the subscript. We can estimate ΣD,T and ΣT either parametrically or non-parametrically
using pairs bootstrap (Freedman et al., 1981; Buja et al., 2014).
Remark 5 Note that we do not assume the selected linear model y „ XE is true, i.e. we
do not assume Erε|Xs “ 0, where ε “ y ´XEβ˚E are the true residuals. In other words,
observing E does not impose additional assumptions about the underlying Fn (saturated
model framework). If we further assume the selected linear model is true (selected model
framework), we could condition on less information. In the case the linear model is true, the
asymptotic mean of D is
ˆ
β˚E
0
˙
, so we condition on DE ´ΣDE ,TΣ´1T T and marginalize
over the null statistic D´E. We focus on the saturated model in this work although the
inferential tools are the same in the selected model approach as well.
3.4. Challenges in computing the bootstrap pivot. Let us mention the challenges in us-
ing the standard non-parametric bootstrap of Efron (1979); Freedman et al. (1981) in this
setting. Pairs bootstrap resamples pX˚i , y˚i q, i “ 1, . . . , n, from the empirical distribution
of the data. This is equivalent to sampling bi from a multinomial with equal probabilities
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1{n at each p1, . . . , nq and setting pX˚i , y˚i q “ pXbi , ybiq for each i “ 1, . . . , n. Denote with
X˚pbq the matrix with rows X˚i “ Xbi , i “ 1, . . . , n, and with y˚pbq “ py1˚ , . . . , yn˚q. To do
bootstrap after selection, i.e. after conditioning on the observed model, we would need to
sample pb,βE ,u´Eq P t1, . . . , nun ˆ R|E| ˆ Rp´|E| such that the model selection algorithm
for the bootstrapped data pX˚pbq,y˚pbqq and ωpX˚pbq,y˚pbq,βE ,u´Eq gives the same se-
lected variables E. We assume that the bootstrap samples lie in the same space as the
original data, which is true in this case. This couples b and pβE ,u´Eq so that their joint
density is proportional to
g pωpX˚pbq,y˚pbq,βE ,u´Eqq ,
and supported on pb,βE ,u´Eq P t1, . . . , nunˆR|E|sE ˆ r´1, 1sp´|E|. Since sampling from this
density is computationally hard, we devise more efficient ways of computing the pivot using
bootstrap samples.
Remark 6 There are some possible modifications of the bootstrap with replacement that
sample bi, i “ 1, . . . , n, from the Poisson distribution instead of multinomial (Hanley and MacGibbon,
2006); however, using this bootstrap after selection still requires sampling from a partly dis-
crete distribution with constraints which is computationally hard.
Remark 7 Computing the bootstrap pivot by weighting bootstrap samples with selection
probabilities (the first approach to computing the bootstrap pivot in the simple example) is
hard since we do not have an efficient way of computing the selection probabilities exactly.
Using the techniques of (Panigrahi, Taylor and Weinstein, 2016) the selection probabilities
can be approximated, providing an alternative way of computing the pivot. We pursue this
direction in future work.
3.5. Wild bootstrap sampler. One approach to solving the issue of using the bootstrap
samples is to use a continuous version of bootstrap, e.g. wild bootstrap instead of Efron’s
bootstrap. Assume the parameter of interest is β˚E and the corresponding target statistic
T “ β¯E. The wild bootstrap approximates the pre-selection distribution of β¯E ´ β˚E “
pXTEXEq´1XTEε with pXTEXEq´1XTEdiagpεˆqα, where εˆ “ y ´ XEβ¯E are the observed
residuals from fitting OLS with response y and the predictorsXE and α P Rn are bootstrap
weights. We take αi
i.i.d.„ Hα with density hα and support supppHαq. We replace T with
T pαq ` θ in the sampling density (14), where T pαq “ AT pXTEXEq´1XTEdiagpεˆqα. The
randomization reconstruction map in the bootstrap case becomes
(15) ωBpα,βE ,u´Eq “ ĂMT pαq `BβE `Uu´E ` rL` ĂMθ.
In this case the bootstrap density on pα,βE ,u´Eq is proportional to
(16)
˜
nź
i“1
hαpαiq
¸
¨ g `ωBpα,βE ,u´Eq˘
and supported on psupppHαqqn ˆ R|E|sE ˆ r´1, 1sp´|E|. We now use some of the standard
Monte Carlo techniques to sample from the density above with constraints (see Section H
for sampling details including the projected Langevin updates).
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Remark 8 For the wild bootstrap without selection to be consistent, it suffices to have the
mean of Hα to be 0 and the variance to be 1. The condition that the skewness of Hα is
also 1 has been introduced by Liu (1988) to improve the rate of convergence of the bootstrap
distribution. In practice, we use Hα to be standard normal.
Remark 9 Besides the wild bootstrap, there are other possible continuous bootstrap ver-
sions such as the Bayesian bootstrap of Rubin et al. (1981), or more generally, the weighted
bootstrap of Praestgaard and Wellner (1993) that can be used here but we do not pursue
them in practice.
3.6. Efficient inference via weighted optimization sampler. Although we can efficiently
compute the pivot for testing θpFn, Eq “ θ by sampling pT ,βE ,u´Eq from the density in
(14) or by sampling pα,βE ,u´Eq from the density in (16), in cases when we want to perform
multiple tests at once we need to run any of these samplers separately for each test. For
example, in order to provide the selective confidence intervals for all the selected coefficients
β˚E,j, j P E, we need to run |E| samplers setting the target T to be each of β¯E,j, j P E.
To make this more efficient, we use the weighted optimization sampler already introduced
in the simple example. By sampling the optimization variables from the selective density
that fixes the data at its observed value, we can reuse the same optimization samples across
different tests. This allows us to run the sampler only once while providing inference for
multiple tests at once.
Computing the plugin Gaussian pivots includes the following steps.
1. (Selective sampler) Given D “ Dobs, we sample the optimization variables pβE ,u´Eq
given the observed data vector come from the density proportional to
(17) gpωpDobs,βE ,u´Eqq
with the constraints on pβE ,u´Eq. Denote the samples as pβsE,us´Eq, s “ 1, . . . , S, where
S is the sample size.
2. (Gaussian samples) We sample target from its pre-selection normal distribution to get
samples T s „ N p0, pΣT q, s “ 1, . . . , S.
3. (Importance weighting) We tilt the combined samples pT s ` θ,βsE ,us´Eq, s “ 1, . . . , S,
from the first and the second step using the importance sampling by weighting each of
the triples pT s ` θ,βsE ,us´Eq with the ratio
wpT s,βsE ,us´Eq “
gpĂM pT s ` θq `BβsE `Uus´E `Lq
gpMDobs `BβsE `Uus´E `Lq
to compute the plugin Gaussian pivot as
Sÿ
s“1
It}T s}2ď}T obs´θ}2u ¨
wpT s,βsE ,us´EqřS1
s1“1wpT s1 ,βs1E ,us
1
´Eq
.
In case when T is 1-dimensional and we are interested in computing the confidence
interval for θpFn, Eq as well, we need to repeat the third step across θ P R values to invert
the pivot. In case when we have multiple tests we need to repeat the second and the third
step above.
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Computing the bootstrap pivot includes changing the second step above to use bootstrap
samples T ˚ ´ T instead of Gaussian ones. In case when T “ β¯E , the bootstrap version
becomes T ˚ “ pX˚TE X˚Eq´1X˚TE y˚, where pX˚,y˚q consists of n rows resampled with
replacement from pxi, yiq, i “ 1, . . . , n.
4. General setup of randomized selective inference. We describe a general frame-
work of randomized selective inference that is the foundation for all our seemingly more com-
plicated examples. We do selection by solving a standard optimization problem involving
penalized loss with added linear randomization term. We then compute the bootstrapped
test statistic while adjusting for selection, hence accounting for/conditioning on the fact
that we looked at the selected model to choose the coefficients for which we report p-values
and confidence intervals.
Given data S P Rnˆm with rows Si i.i.d„ Fn, i “ 1, . . . , n, where the distribution Fn has a
density fn, we solve the randomized model selection algorithm, introduced in Tian and Taylor
(2015a), Tian et al. (2016), of the following form
(18) βˆ “ βˆpS,ωq “ argmin
βPRp
ℓpβ;Sq ` Ppβq ´ ωTβ ` ǫ
2
}β}22, S ˆ ω „ Fn ˆG,
where ℓpβ;Sq is the loss function and Ppβq is a penalty term. ω is the added randomization,
a random variable drawn from a known distribution G on Rp with density g. The solution
of (18) is βˆ “ prox 1
ǫ
pℓp¨;Sq`Pp¨qq
`
ω
ǫ
˘
. Assuming ℓp¨;Sq ` Pp¨q is proper and closed convex
function its proximal map exists and it is unique for all arguments.
As in the LASSO example above, before running the objective we decide how to choose
the selected model xMpS,ωq “M based on the solution βˆ. After looking at the outcome M ,
the parameter of interest θ “ θpFn,Mq is chosen based onM . In order to have valid inference
on θ after selection, we need to base our inference using the post-selection distribution of
the data.
The selective density on S and ω is proportional to pśni“1 fnpSiqq ¨ gpωq ¨ ItpS,ωqPSM u,
where SM “ tpS1, ω1q : xMpS1, ω1q “Mu is the selection event. Using the selective sampler of
Tian et al. (2016), we re-parametrize SM in terms of data S and the induced optimization
variables v P Rq, which are problem dependent. The sub-gradient equation of (18) can
be written as ω “ ωpS,vq for some function ω. Also, the selected model usually can be
described only through the optimization variables v, hence M “ ĂMpvq. This implies that
selecting modelM is equivalent to having the optimization variables v constrained to VM “
tv1 P Rq : ĂMpv1q “ Mu Ă Rq. In selective inference problems, this constraint set generally
becomes simpler than SM , thus the re-parametrization of the data and randomization in
terms of the data and the optimization variables is extremely useful for sampling purposes.
The selective density of pS,vq is proportional to˜
nź
i“1
fnpSiq
¸
¨ gpωpS,vqq ¨ |JpS,vq|,
supported on RnˆmˆVM , where JpS,vq is the Jacobian coming from the change of density.
In most of the problems we consider the Jacobian is a constant hence we do not need to
compute it but there are selective inference problems with non-trivial Jacobian e.g. the
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group LASSO (Tian et al., 2016). The sampling from the density above requires knowing
the distribution of the data Fn exactly or using some asymptotic distribution.
Assume that we have an asymptotically Gaussian test statistic T “ T pSq used for test-
ing θpFn,Mq pre-selection, treating M as non-random. To do post-selection inference for
θpFn,Mq using a chosen test-statistic T “ T pSq, it suffices to have only the post-selection
distribution of T and not of the whole S. As seen in the LASSO example, we might be able
to sample T directly while conditioning in the sampler on nuisance statistics. Then we can
reuse either the selective sampler, the wild bootstrap sampler or the weighted optimization
sampler to compute the selective pivots.
5. Selective CLT. We describe the content of the selective CLT, the fundamental
tool used to construct valid tests after selection. After selection, we decide on testing a
linear combination of the functional µpFn,Mq “ µn that depends on the unconditional
data generating distribution Fn and the selected model M . In the scenario M was fixed
and not chosen based on data, we assume we use Dn as a test statistic for testing µn
based on the pre-selection asymptotic Gaussianity of Dn ´ µn. In the LASSO example,
µn “
ˆ
β˚E
EFnrXT´Epy ´XTE β¯˚Eqs
˙
, Dn “ D (defined in Section 3) and thus Dn ´ µn is
asymptotically Gaussian, treating E as fixed and not chosen based on the data. In order
to construct a test statistic based on ηTDn to test the functional η
Tµn after we select
the model M and choose η, we use a pivot, constructed in Tian and Taylor (2015a). Based
on their selective CLT result, this pivot is asymptotically Unifr0, 1s under the conditional
distribution of the data, treating M as random.
5.1. Pre-selection asymptotic linearity of the chosen test statistic. Let us now provide
the precise setup where we apply the selective CLT. Assume our data at step n consists
of i.i.d. random vectors Si, i “ 1, . . . , n, whose distribution is non-parametric distribution
denoted as Fn. For each n, we take Fn P Fn, where tFn : n ě 1u is a sequence of families
of probability distributions (the restrictions on Fn will be made later). Denote the data
matrix consisting of rows STi , i “ 1, . . . , n, as S.
After selecting model M , we are interested in testing the functional H0 : µpFn,Mq “
µn P Rp, where p fixed and does not depend on n throughout. Assume the test statistics
Dn “ DnpSq “ pD1pSq, . . . ,DppSqq P Rp, is an asymptotically linear test statistic pre-
selection (treating M as non-random) defined as
(AL) Dn “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ξi ` oFn
ˆ
1?
n
˙
,
where ξi are measurable with respect to Si, i.e. ξi “ ξpSiq for some function ξ. We assume
EFnrξis “ µn, VarFnpξiq “ Σn and the third moment of ξi is bounded uniformly for all
i “ 1, . . . , n. As a part of the (AL) condition, we assume that 1
n
řn
i“1pξi ´ µnq satisfies a
uniform CLT across Fn P Fn, i.e.
(19) lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
sup
tPRp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇFn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µnq ď t
+
´ PG„Npp0,ΣqtG ď tu
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ 0,
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for some covariance matrix Σ. We keep here the subscript n inDn and µn to emphasize they
can change with n; we drop the subscript in later sections for simplicity. The notation oFnp¨q
means that the sequence converges to zero in probability at the respective rate uniformly
over Fn P Fn treating M as fixed. The (AL) assumption implies Dn satisfies the following
uniform CLT pre-selection:
(CLT) lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
sup
tPRp
ˇˇ
Fn
 ?
n pDn ´ µpFn,Mqq ď t
(´ PG„Npp0,ΣqtG ď tuˇˇ “ 0.
We prove this implication in the supplement (Lemma 12). This is a CLT statement uniform
across t P Rp and uniform across the class of distributions Fn P Fn.
Remark 10 We assume the stronger condition above holds, i.e. (AL) instead of just (CLT).
This allows us to use the method of Chatterjee (2005), providing the rate of convergence as
well as the asymptotic convergence.
Assuming the sequence of parameters converges (a slightly more strict version of local
alternatives), we prove a selective CLT using only the condition (CLT), convergence of the
sequence of selection regions and the continuity assumption on the randomization distri-
bution (Section A in the supplement). This setup was used in Tibshirani et al. (2015) for
proving the truncated Gaussian, which is non-randomized pivot, is asymptotically pivotal.
However, this version of selective CLT does not allow for rare events and does not provide
the rate of convergence. Thus we focus here on showing a selective CLT version allowing
for underlying parameter µn to be far from the selection region.
5.2. Linear decomposition. Since we are interested in testing several linear combinations
of µ at once, let our vector-valued parameter of interest be ATµ P Ra for some matrix
A P Rpˆa. Denote with PA the projection matrix onto the column space of A and let
PKA “ Ip´PA. Denoting also ΣA “ ATΣA, C “ ΣAΣ´1A , DA “
`
Ip ´CAT
˘
D, we have
the decomposition D “ DA ` CATD. Note that in the case D is normally distributed
Np pµ,Σ{nq with known Σ and unknown µ and if ATµ is the parameter of interest the
sufficient statistic for the nuisance parameters PKAµ would be DA.
We assume the model selection event is based on D and satisfies the affine constrains.
Hence the selection region at step n is denoted as
selectionpD,ωq :“  ?nAMD ` ω PHM(
where AM P Rdˆp, ω P Rd is a random variable representing the added randomization and
HM Ă Rd. Assume ω „ G, where G is a known distribution in Rd specified by the user.
Further assume the randomization ω is independent of the data S. Also, d is assumed to
be fixed and does not depend on n. Denoting ∆ “ ∆pFnq “
?
nµ and Z “ ?n pD ´ µq,
we write the selection region also as
selectionpD,ωq “ tAM pZ `∆q ` ω PHMu
“  AMZA `AMCATZ `AM∆` ω PHM( ,
where ZA “
`
Ip ´CAT
˘
Z.
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To introduce the pivot from Tian and Taylor (2015a), let us first define a survival function
P
G
`
t,GA,A
Tµ
˘
:“ Φn ˆG
!
}Σ´1{2A AT p
?
npG´ µqq}2 ě t
ˇˇˇ
selectionpG,ωq,GA
)
“
ş
}Σ´1{2A AT τ}2ět
Gtω : ?nAMGA `AMCτ `
?
nAMCA
Tµ` ω PHMuφp0,ΣAqpτ qdτş
Ra
Gtω : ?nAMGA `AMCτ `
?
nAMCATµ` ω PHMuφp0;ΣAqpτ qdτ
,
where the probability on the RHS is under G „ Np pµ,Σ{nq :“ Φn and under ω „ G. The
conditioning in the definition of the pivot is on the selection event for pG,ωq and the value of
GA “
`
Ip ´CAT
˘
G, which is the sufficient statistic for the nuisance parameters assuming
our parameter of interest is ATµ. Note that computing this pivot requires knowing Σ. We
will assume the variance Σ is known. However, having uniformly consistent estimate of
variance would suffice (see Tian and Taylor (2015a)).
Turning to the distribution of the constructed pivot, let us denote the selective distribu-
tion of the data S as Fn˚, which is the marginal distribution of the data S where the joint dis-
tribution pS,ωq „ FnnˆG is conditional on selectionpD,ωq. Denote the class of the selective
distributions of the data given the selection event corresponding to modelM as Fn˚ (defined
also in (1)). All the guarantees given will be under Fn˚, uniformly over the class Fn˚ . Further,
denote the conditional distribution ofG as Φn˚, which is the marginal distribution ofG condi-
tional on the event selectionpG,ωq. It is not hard to see that PG `?nAT pG ´µq,GA,ATµ˘
is exactly distributed as Unifr0, 1s under this conditional distribution of G (Lemma 7 in
Tian and Taylor (2015a)). Hence, under normality assumptions, the constructed pivot is
exact and in what follows we state the non-parametric results.
Remark 11 This construction of the pivot in exponential families is a standard construc-
tion in selective inference (Fithian, Sun and Taylor, 2014). Under a CLT, the limiting fam-
ily pre-selection is a Gaussian exponential family, hence its selective counterpart is a Gaus-
sian exponential family subject to selection. This family is used to construct the pivotal
quantity. Indeed, the main feature of selective inference is that under many interesting sce-
narios the limiting model is not Gaussian but a Gaussian model subject to selection. This
observation suggests natural test statistics derived under the limiting Gaussian selective
model. Much work is often known about the Gaussian model pre-selection, and this gener-
ally transfers to the selective model.
Remark 12 We elaborate what the assumptions above become in the LASSO example in
Section F in the supplement. Most notably, we show that the selection event of the LASSO
is asymptotically affine and the data vector D is asymptotically linear pre-selection.
5.3. Selective CLT under Lipschitz randomization. We show the constructed pivot PG
is asymptotically Unifr0, 1s. An important result leading to that goal is that the non-
parametric and Gaussian selective likelihood ratios are close. The non-parametric selective
likelihood ratio is defined as
ℓFnpDq “
dFn˚
dFn
pDq :“ GtselectionpD,ωqupFn ˆGqtselectionpD1,ωqu
and similarly the Gaussian one ℓΦnpDq. In order to show the results, we need the following
assumptions.
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• Uniformly bounded MGF of Fn in some neighborhood of zero: Precisely, assume there
exists τ ą 0 and a constant Cτ such that
(MGF) sup
ně1
sup
FnPFn
Es„Fn
”
eτ}ξpsq´µ}1
ı
ď Cτ .
• The norm of matrix AM does not grow with n, i.e. there exists a finite constant CM such
that
(NA) lim sup
nÑ8
}AM}h,2 ď CM ă 8,
where the matrix norm } ¨ }h,2 is defined as }AM}h,2 “ sup
uPRp
}AMu}h
}u}2 .
• We assume the randomization ω P Rd comes from a distribution G on Rd with the density
g satisfying gpωq “ expp´g˜pωqq{Cg with g˜ having bounded derivatives up to order at least
three (call the bound on all these derivatives Kg), where Cg is normalization constant.
More precisely, for any multi-index α P Nd0 with }α}1 ď 3 we have
(S) |Bαω g˜pωq| ď Kg
for some constant Kg. This implies the Lipschitz property of g˜,
(Lip) |g˜pxq ´ g˜pyq| ď Kg}x´ y}h, @x,y P Rd,
where } ¨ }h is some norm in Rd. Note that in particular that the logarithm of Gaussian
density fails to satisfy the above assumptions as its gradient is unbounded over Rd. Hence,
one of the main properties we require is the the logarithm of the density is globally
Lipschitz. Bounded second and third derivatives are required in our proof though these
assumptions could likely be relaxed.
Under the assumptions above, including (AL), we show the pivot PG (constructed for
estimating a linear functional ηTµ) is asymptotically Unifr0, 1s in the non-parametric set-
ting under S „ Fn˚. Before stating the result about the plugin Gaussian pivot, we state
a result showing that Gaussian and non-parametric selective likelihood ratios, denoted as
are asymptotically close. The non-asymptotic (finite n versions) of both results showing
Op1{?nq rate of convergence are in Lemma 17 and Theorem 18 in the supplement with all
the proofs (Section B).
Corollary 13 (Selective likelihood ratios) Assuming (AL), (MGF), (NA) and (S), Gaus-
sian and non-parametric selective likelihood ratios are asymptotically close:
lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
EFn r|ℓFnpDq ´ ℓΦnpDq|s “ 0.
Corollary 14 (Lipschitz randomization: Selective CLT) Assuming (AL), (MGF), (NA)
and (S), we have
(P) lim
nÑ8 sup
Fn˚PFn˚
sup
tPr0,1s
ˇˇ
F
˚
n
 
P
G
`?
npATD ´ATµq,DA,ATµ
˘(´ tˇˇ “ 0.
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Note that the result above holds without any assumptions on µ, making the inferential
procedures robust to rare selection events. The rare selection events are the ones for which
µ can be far from the selection region meaning that dhp0,HM ´
?
nAMµpFnqq, for some
norm } ¨ }h and the corresponding distance dhp¨, ¨q induced by this norm, can be arbitrarily
large and might possibly change with n. Tian and Taylor (2015a) show the result in (P) for
only 1-dimensional parameters, i.e A P Rpˆ1 under more assumptions. They have our result
of the selective likelihoods being close (Lemma 17 in the supplement) as an assumption.
Further, they assume local alternatives, meaning
(LA) dh
`
0,HM ´
?
nAMµpFnq
˘ ď B,
where B is a constant. This condition does not allow for the underlying parameter to be far
from the selection region, hence the selection events cannot have low probability (cannot
be rare).
5.4. Selective CLT with Gaussian randomization. Gaussian randomization occurs nat-
urally in some problems of interest, i.e. data carving (Section 9), a more powerful version
of data splitting. In this case, we use the data and the random split to construct the ran-
domization that is asymptotically normal. The data carving problem becomes a randomized
inference problem with Gaussian randomization. We present a result showing the validity of
the corresponding pivot, i.e. we state the selective CLT result for the Gaussian randomiza-
tion. Assuming a slightly weaker condition than the local alternatives, that the parameter
value is at the distance at most growing like oplog nq from the selection region, and sub-
Gaussian data we obtain a selective CLT result for the Gaussian randomization that we
now describe in more detail.
Remark 15 As our results for Gaussian randomization require some form of local alterna-
tives, they are less robust to rare selection events than corresponding heavier tailed random-
izations. While we have tried to remove such assumptions for Gaussian randomization, our
current method of proof requires such assumptions. However, in the non-randomized setting
(which can be thought of as randomization with a degenerate distribution) local alternatives
are necessary. See Tian and Taylor (2015a) for a univariate example in which the pivotal
quantity fails to converge weakly. Even though there seem to be differences between Gaussian
and logistic randomization in the assumptions needed for selective CLT to hold, empirically,
as we will see later in the implementation results, both work fine in practice.
We take the randomization distribution to be Gaussian in d dimensions
(G) G “ Ndp0, cIdq,
for some constant variance c. Assuming the matrix A is of size d ˆ 1 and the variance of
ATZ “: T is 1, the pivot becomesş
HM
Φ¯
ˆb
}v}2
2
`c
c
T ´ vTw?
cp}v}2
2
`cq
˙
¨ exp `´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1 ,
where v “ AMC and w “ ω1´AMzA´AM∆ (derived in Section C.1 in the supplement).
In order to prove the above test statistic is uniform r0, 1s asymptotically, we make the
following additional assumptions here.
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• The selection region is rectangular HM “
śn
i“1rbi,8q for some vector b P Rd.
• The distance of the parameter to the selection region is not growing too fast with the
sample size:
(LA-w) dp0,HM ´AM∆q “ oplog nq.
• The random variables coming from Fn are sub-Gaussian, i.e. there exists b ą 0 such that
(subG) sup
ně1
sup
FnPFn
Es„Fn
”
eb}ξpsq´µ}
2
2
ı
ď Cb.
We are ready to state the selective CLT for the Gaussian randomization, which is a
corollary of the Theorem 23 proved in Section C in the supplement. The result relies on two
important lemmas, Lemma 19 and Lemma 20 in Section C in the supplement, establishing
the “smoothness” of the likelihood and the pivot.
Corollary 16 (Gaussian randomization: Selective CLT) Assuming (AL), (LA-w), (G),
(NA) and (subG), we have
(20) lim
nÑ8 sup
Fn˚PFn˚
sup
tPr0,1s
ˇˇ
F
˚
n
 
PG
`?
npATD ´ATµq,DA,ATµ
˘(´ tˇˇ “ 0.
6. Consistency after selection. The main result of this section is that assuming a
sequence of estimators is consistent for zero pre-selection (under Fn and treating M as
fixed), we also have that the sequence is consistent for zero post-selection (under Fn˚). This
result, important by itself, is also used later in showing the consistency of the bootstrap
pivot.
Using the notation introduced so far, the selective likelihood ratio in our problem becomes
ℓFnptq “
G tHM ´AMz ´AM∆u
EZ„Fn
“
G
 
HM ´AM∆´AMZ
ˇˇ
Z
(‰ , z “ ?npt´ µq.
The following lemma is providing an integrable upper bounded on the selective likelihood
ratio and is used to show the consistency result.
Lemma 17 (Upper bound on the selective likelihood ratio) Using the (Lip) assump-
tion, we have ℓFnptq ď e
Kg}AMz}h
EFnre´Kg}AMZ}hs .
The following result shows that if a sequence of estimators is consistent for zero under the
original distribution of the data (S „ Fn) then that sequence is also consistent for zero under
the conditional distribution (S „ Fn˚). The lemma is used later in proving the consistency
of the bootstrap pivot under the conditional distribution. The proofs of the results in this
section are in Section D in the supplement.
Lemma 18 (Consistency) Assume (CLT), (Lip) and (NA) hold. Let fnpDq be a sequence
of estimators such that
fnpDq FnÑ 0
as n Ñ 8 uniformly across Fn P Fn, i.e. for every δ ą 0, lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn tfnpDq ą δu “ 0.
Then we also have
fnpDq Fn˚Ñ 0
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as nÑ8 uniformly across Fn P Fn, i.e. for every δ ą 0, lim
nÑ8 sup
Fn˚PFn˚
Fn˚ tfnpDq ą δu “ 0.
Note that this result is about the post-selection consistency of a sequence of estimators for
a parameter (we can easily go from estimating zero to estimating a parameter in Lemma 18).
In this context, the result of Leeb and Po¨tscher (2006a) is about impossibility of estimating
the post-selection distribution of fnpDq. In the simple example (Section 2), the above lemma
says that since y¯ Ñ µ as n Ñ 8 pre-selection by SLLN, we have that y¯ Ñ µ as n Ñ 8
post-selection as well. The result of Leeb and Po¨tscher (2006a) says that we cannot estimate
the conditional CDF of y¯ post-selection. As we discussed in Section 2, we can go around
this issue and still construct valid confidence intervals for µ.
7. Bootstrap after selection. We introduce the bootstrap pivot, PB , for testingATµ
after selection and prove it is asymptotically Unifr0, 1s, thus valid post-selection and can
be used for inference. In order to prove the consistency of the bootstrap pivot, we assume
the asymptotic uniformity of the plugin Gaussian pivot, i.e. the result of the selective CLT
holds for plugin Gaussian pivot, and the local alternatives. Additionally, we assume the
consistency of the bootstrap pre-selection (treating the model as fixed and not chosen based
on data) and having a consistent estimate of the variance.
Before introducing the bootstrap pivot, let us denote as pFn the bootstrapped distribution
of S and let pEn denote the corresponding expectation with respect to pFn. pFn can be empirical
distribution of S but not necessarily since we can also use the wild bootstrap, weighted, etc.
Denote a bootstrap sample as S˚ “ pS1˚ , . . . ,Sn˚q with S˚i i.i.d„ pFn, i “ 1, . . . , n. For short,
denote D˚ “ DpS˚q, the test statistic D computed on the bootstrapped data. Define the
bootstrapped selection region as
selection˚pD˚,D,ωq
:“
!?
nAM pDA `AM pC `?npATD˚ ´ATDq˘`?nAM pCATµ` ω PHM)
“
!?
nAM pDA `AM pCATZ˚ `?nAM pCATµ` ω PHM) ,
where pDA “ pIp ´ pCAT qD and pC “ pΣApAT pΣAq´1 for some estimate pΣ of Σ. Given the
bootstrapped selection event, the bootstrapped version of the pivot PG is defined as
(21) PB “ PB `?n ››ATD ´ATµ››
2
,D,ATµ
˘
,
where the function PBpt,D,ATµq, t P R, is defined as a survival function of ››?nAT pD˚ ´Dq››
2
after bootstrapped selection event and conditional on the data D:
P
B
`
t,D,ATµ
˘
:“ ppFn ˆGq  ››AT p?npD˚ ´Dqq››2 ě t ˇˇ selection˚pD˚,D,ωq,D(
“
´pFn ˆG¯ !››ATZ˚››2 ě t,?nAM pDA `AM pCATZ˚ `?nAM pCATµ`ω PHM ˇˇˇD)´pFn ˆG¯!?nAM pDA `AM pCATZ˚ `?nAM pCATµ` ω PHM ˇˇˇD) .
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Conditioning on ATD˚, which is equivalent to conditioning on ATZ˚, we get
PB
`
t,D,ATµ
˘
“
pEn ”It}ATZ˚}2ětuG!HM ´?nAM pDA ´AM pCATZ˚ ´?nAM pCATµ ˇˇˇD,ATD˚)ıpEn ”G!HM ´?nAM pDA ´AM pCATZ˚ ´?nAM pCATµ ˇˇˇD,ATD˚)ı .
In the simple example (Section 2) we have described a way to compute the bootstrap pivot
using standard sampling with replacement bootstrap. Assume we had a (fast and accurate)
way of computing probabilities of selection for a given data vector, i.e.G tselectionpD,ωq|Du,
as a function of D. Then we could compute the bootstrap pivot in a usual way using the
standard sampling with replacement bootstrap, where each bootstrap sample is weighted
with these selection probabilities. To be precise about this computation, let us denote the
bootstrapped samples D˚b, b “ 1, . . . , B. Then the proposed bootstrapped statistic would
be computed as the following ratio
1
B
řB
b“1 p
˚pD,D˚bqIt?n}AT pD˚b´Dq}2ě?n}AT pD´µq}2u
1
B
řB
b“1 p˚pD,D˚bq
,
where
p˚pD,D˚q “ G  selection˚pD˚,D,ωqˇˇD˚,D(
“ G
!
HM ´
?
nAM pDA ´AM pC `?nAT pD˚ ´Dq˘´?nAM pCATµ ˇˇˇD,D˚) .
In the simple example in Section 2, we had an explicit form for p˚. However, in more
complicated examples it is computationally expensive to get good approximations of p˚,
thus we turn to the wild bootstrap and MC techniques to compute this pivot.
In addition to the assumptions on the randomization and the local alternatives assump-
tion, we need the asymptotic result of selective CLT to hold (the result (P)), the consistency
of estimated variance and the consistency of bootstrap pre-selection as stated.
• Uniform consistency of the variance estimate: for any δ ą 0, the variance estimate pΣ of
Σ satisfies
(Var) lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn
!
}pΣ´Σ}2 ą δ) “ 0.
This implies that for any δ ą 0
lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn
!
}pΣA ´ΣA}2 ą δ) “ 0 and lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn
!
} pC ´C}2 ą δ) “ 0,
where pΣA and pC are the corresponding quantities computed based on pΣ.
• Uniform consistency of bootstrap before selection: for any δ ą 0, we have
(B) lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn
"
sup
tPRa
ˇˇˇpFn  ?nAT pD˚ ´Dq ď t(´ PG !pΣ1{2A G ď t ˇˇD)ˇˇˇ ą δ* “ 0,
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where G „ Na p0, Iaq given D, i.e.
sup
tPRa
ˇˇˇpFn  ?nAT pD˚ ´Dq ď t(´ PG !pΣ1{2A G ď t|D)ˇˇˇ “ oFnp1q
uniformly over Fn P Fn. In the LASSO example, this assumption means that treating E
as fixed we have that the bootstrap for β¯E ´ βE is consistent. This holds under moment
conditions on the data pXE ,yEq (Freedman et al., 1981).
The following theorem proves the bootstrap statistic PB is asymptotically distributed as
Unifr0, 1s under the conditional distribution Fn˚ of the data, uniformly across the class of
distributions Fn˚ . The proof of this result is in Section E in the supplement.
Theorem 19 (Bootstrap after selection) Under the assumptions (B), (LA), (Lip), (NA),
(P) and (Var) the following holds
lim
nÑ8 sup
Fn˚PF˚
sup
tPr0,1s
ˇˇ
F
˚
n
 
P
B
`?
nAT pD ´ µq,D,ATµ˘ ď t(´ tˇˇ “ 0.
8. Multiple views of the data. We present a way to do inference after running several
randomized model selection procedures and choosing a parameter of interest upon looking
at the outcomes of all of them. In this setting, an analyst runs several model selection
procedures on the same data and choses a parameter of interest upon seeing the outcomes
of all of the model selection procedures. We note that this target of interest need not agree
exactly with the results of any model selection procedure – the data analyst can use their
own expertise to choose a final parameter of interest but is allowed access to the results
of the model selection procedure before choosing their parameter of interest. We present
a general sampling framework, which we then illustrate with two examples: randomized
forward-stepwise and multiple runs of randomized ℓ1-penalized logistic regression.
Given data S „ Fn at step n, assume we solve K randomized model selection procedures
(views) of the following form
(22) minimize
β
Fkpβ,Sq ´ ωTk β, pS,ωkq „ Fn ˆGk,
where Fk is some function, e.g. Fkpβ,Sq “ ℓkpβ;Sq`Pkpβq` ǫk2 }β}22, for some loss function
ℓk, penalty Pk and ǫk ą 0 is added to make sure the solution exists. ωk is the added
randomization variable distributed from Gk with density gk. Each view defines a set of
KKT conditions from solving (22), giving the randomization reconstruction equation ωk “
BβFkpβ,Sq. Based on the solution of the objective in (22) we choose a model Mk for which
we want to report inference. Then, we write the randomization map write in terms of the
optimization variables, denoted as Vk P Rnk and a variable Dk “ DkpSq P Rpk that is only
a function of the data S. Precisely, we write the KKT conditions for k-th view as
ωk “ ωkpDk,Vkq
with the constraint Vk P Vk Ă Rnk .
In order to do inference post-selection, we need the marginal distribution of the data S
conditional on the event that running all the K procedures for independent S „ Fn and
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pω1, . . . ,ωKq „
śK
k“1Gk gives the same sequence of models pM1, . . . ,MKq. To get that
distribution, we sample S and the optimization variables pV1, . . . ,VKq from the density
(23) fnpSq ¨
Kź
k“1
pgk pωkpDkpSq,Vkqq ¨ JkpVkqq
restricted to Vk P Vk, k “ 1, . . . K, where fn is the density of Fn and Jk is the Jacobian
coming from the change of density at k-th view. Depending on the inferential goal, we do
not necessarily sample the whole data S but a function of it.
Given the models selected at each of the K views, an analyst decides to test a parameter
H0 : θ
`
Fn, tMkuKk“1
˘ “ θ P Ra using a target test statistic T “ T pSq. We now describe
how to simplify the density in (23) so that we only sample T instead the whole S. Assume
that there is a CLT holding pre-selectionˆ
T
Dk
˙
Ñ Na`pk
ˆˆ
θ
µk
˙
,
ˆ
ΣT ΣT ,Dk
ΣDk,T ΣDk
˙˙
as n Ñ 8 for all k “ 1, . . . ,K. Denoting the respective covariance estimates as pΣDk,T
and pΣT , we treat Fk “ Dk ´ pΣDk,T pΣ´1T T as fixed in the sampler. Hence, we write the
randomization reconstruction at step k only as a function of T and pV1, . . . ,VKq and the
plugin CLT sampling density of these variables becomes proportional to
φpθ, pΣT qpT q ¨
Kź
i“1
´
gkpωkpFk ` pΣDk,T pΣ´1T T ,Vkqq ¨ JkpVkq¯
with the constrains pV1, . . . ,VKq P
śK
k“1 Vk.
The computational approaches for the multiple views of the data represent generalizations
of the sampling methods presented for the LASSO (Section 3).
• (Weighted optimization sampler) We sample the optimization variables pV1, . . . ,VKq from
the selective density above fixing the data at its observed value and proceed similarly as
in the simple example and the LASSO example.
• (Wild bootstrap sampler) Using the wild bootstrap, T gets replaced by T pαq ` θ, where
T pαq is consistent for N p0,ΣT q. The sampling density of the bootstrapped weights α P
R
n and the optimization variables V1, . . . ,VK becomes˜
nź
i“1
hαpαiq
¸
ˆ
Kź
k“1
´
gk
´
ωkpFk ` pΣDk,T pΣ´1T pT pαq ` θq,Vkq¯ ¨ JkpVkq¯ .
with the constraints on the bootstrap weights α P supppHαqn and the optimization vari-
ables as before pV1, . . . ,VKq P
śK
k“1 Vk.
8.1. Forward stepwise. We revise the randomized forward stepwise example from Tian et al.
(2016), which is a special case of a Kac-Rice test (Taylor, Loftus and Tibshirani, 2013), and
describe how the sampling here works once we specify the target of inference.
The data generating mechanism on pX,yq is as in the above examples. In the K steps
of forward stepwise, the selection event is characterized by a sequence of indices j “
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pj1, . . . , jKq with their corresponding signs s “ ps1, . . . , sKq that enter the model in that
particular order, forming an active set at step K. Denote the active set at step k as
Ek “ tj1, j2, . . . , jku for all k “ 1, . . . ,K. At the k-th step the randomized forward stepwise
solves the following program
(24) maximize
ηPBk
ηT
´
XT´Ek´1P
K
Ek´1y ` ωk
¯
, pX,yq ˆ ωk „ Fnn ˆGk,
where Bk “ tη P Rp´k`1 : }η}1 ď 1u, and PKEk´1y is the residual left after projecting y onto
XEk´1 .
Denoting the solution of (24) at the k-th step as ηˆk, the selection event of interest is
given by conditioning on the sign and the index on the nonzero coordinate of ηˆk for each
k “ 1, . . . ,K. We want to sample from the density of the data and the randomization
conditional on this selection event. The randomization reconstruction map for the k-th
step, from the sub-gradient equation is given by
ωkpy,zkq “ ´XT´Ek´1PKEk´1y ` zk,
where, subdifferential zk P Rp´k`1 from the k-th step is restricted to the normal cone
zk P BIBkpηˆkq (see Tian et al. (2016)). In order to sample ppX,yq,ω1, . . . ,ωKq from the
selective density, we sample ppX,yq,z1, . . . ,zKq from the density proportional to
(25)
˜
nź
i“1
fnpxi, yiq
¸
¨
Kź
k“1
gk
´
zk ´XT´Ek´1PKEk´1y
¯
,
supported on Rnˆp ˆ Rn ˆśKk“1 BIBkpηˆkq.
After doing K steps of forward stepwise, an analyst looks at the sequence tEkuKk“1 and
chooses model E in whichever way she wants. The goal is to inference for the population
OLS parameters β˚E . As in the LASSO example, we simplify the sampling above since we
are interested in testing a particular parameter. First note that XT´Ek´1P
K
Ek´1y can be ex-
pressed as QkX
Ty, where Qk “
”
XT´Ek´1XEk´1pXTEk´1XEk´1q´1 ´Ip´pk´1q
ı
. Using the
asymptotic normality ofD “
ˆ
β¯E
XT´Epy ´XEβ¯Eq
˙
, the sampling density of pD,z1, . . . ,zKq
is proportional to
φpµD ,ΣDqpDq ¨
Kź
k“1
gk pzk `MkDq ,
and supported on Rp ˆśKk“1 BIBkpηˆkq, where Mk “ ´Qk ˆ XTEXE 0XT´EXE Ip´|E|
˙
.
If we want to test H0 : A
Tβ˚E, we use the decomposition as in the previous examples to get
that the sampling density of T “ AT β¯E along with optimization variables is proportional
to
(26) φpθ,ΣT qpT q ¨
Kź
k“1
gk
´
zk `MkF ` ĂMkT¯
and supported on RK ˆśKk“1 BIBkpηˆkq, where ĂMk “ Mk pΣD,T pΣ´1T . To do inference we
can reuse any of the samplers above; the sampling details including Langevin Monte Carlo
updates are in Section H in the supplement.
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8.2. Multiple views for GLM loss and group LASSO penalty. We do a total of K model
selection procedures (or views / queries on the data), each solving the following optimization
problem
(27) βˆk “ arg min
βPRp
ℓkpβ; pX,yqq ´ωTk β ` Pkpβq `
ǫk
2
}β}22, pX,yq ˆ ωk „ Fnn ˆGk,
where ℓk is a loss function and Pk a penalty term for the k-th view, k “ 1, . . . ,K. For the
logistic loss function the above loss becomes
ℓkpβ; pX,yqq “ ´
nÿ
i“1
`
yi log πpxTi βq ` p1´ yiq logp1´ πpxTi βqq
˘
,
where πpxq “ ex
1`ex , and the group LASSO penalty above becomes Pkpβq “
ř
gPGk λk,g}βg}2,
where Gk defines the partition YgPGkg “ t1, . . . , pu and λk,g are the group weights. We use g
to denote both a group and its elements. This example has been done in detail in Tian et al.
(2016) for Gaussian loss and one view of the data. We write the selective plugin CLT density
before presenting the bootstrap in this case.
Let us introduce some more notation before writing KKT conditions. Denote with Ak
the set of active groups selected by solving the above procedure and with Ek the set of
active variables selected, i.e. Ek “ YgPAkg. Hence, we write βˆk “
ˆ
βˆk,Ek
0
˙
, where in
the interchangeable notation pβˆk,gqgPAk “ βˆk,Ek . Now let β¯Ek P R|Ek| denote the MLE
including only the variables in Ek (XEk with rows xi,Ek , i “ 1, . . . , n). Define the data
vector Dk “
ˆ
β¯Ek
XT´Ekpy ´ πEkpβ¯Ekqq
˙
and the following quantities
πEkpβq “
exppXEkβq
1` exppXEkβq
, WEkpβq “ diag pπEkpβqp1 ´ πEkpβqq
QEkpβq “XTEkWEkpβqXEk , CEkpβq “XT´EkWEkpβqXEk , IEkpβq “ CEkpβqQ´1Ekpβq
for any β P R|Ek|.
Conditioning on the active directions, denoted as uk,g “ βˆk,g}βˆk,g}2 , g P Ak, we have βˆk,g “
γk,guk,g, where γk,g “ }βˆk,g}2. The sub-gradient equation at the k-th view is an affine
function in terms of the data vector Dk and the optimization variables pγk,gqgPAk , γk,g P R,
and pzk,hqhP´Ek , zk,h P R|h|, restricted to
(28) γk,g ą 0, @g P Ak, and }zk,h}2 ď λk,h, @h P ´Ak.
In a compact form, we write the randomization reconstruction as
ωk “MkDk ` Γkpγk,gqgPAk `Zkpzk,hqhP´Ek `Lk,
where Mk P Rpˆp, Bk P Rpˆ|Ek|, Zk P Rpˆpp´|Ek|q, Lk P Rp denote
Mk “ ´
ˆ
QEkpβ¯Ekq 0
CEkpβ¯Ekq Ip´|Ek|
˙
, Γk “
ˆ
QEkpβ¯Ekq ` ǫI|Ek|
CEkpβ¯Ekq
˙
diagppuk,gqgPAkq,
Zk “
ˆ
0
Ip´|Ek|
˙
, Lk “
ˆpλk,guk,gqgPAk
0
˙
.
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After looking at the outcomes of all K views, i.e. the sets E1, . . . , EK , an analyst decides
on a model E. It could be that the analyst decides on E “ YKk“1Ek the union of all active
variables across the views but not necessarily. If we are interested in testing H0 : A
Tβ˚E “ θ,
we use the same target statistic and decomposition as in the previous examples. Focusing
on the data part pre-selection, there is a CLT for all k “ 1, . . . ,K:ˆ
T
Dk
˙
dÑ Na`p
ˆˆ
θ
µk
˙
,
ˆ
ΣT ΣT ,Dk
ΣDk,T ΣDk
˙˙
as n Ñ 8. Decomposing Dk in terms of T , we fix the quantities Fk “ Dk ´ pΣDk,T pΣ´1T T
in the sampler. The randomization reconstruction at the k-th view becomes
(29) ωk “ ĂMkT ` Γkpγk,gqgPAk `Zkpzk,hqhP´Ak ` rLk,
where ĂMk “ Mk pΣDk,T pΣ´1T , rLk “ Lk `MkFk and the optimization variables pγk,gqgPAk
and pzk,hqhP´Ak are restricted as in (28). The plugin CLT selective density in terms of
the target T and the optimization variables pγk,gqgPAk and pzk,hqhP´Ak , k “ 1, . . . ,K, is
proportional to
(30) φpθ, pΣT qpT q ¨
Kź
k“1
´
gkpĂMkT ` Γkpγk,gqgPAk `Zkpzk,hqhP´Ak ` L˜kq ¨ Jk¯
and restricted to (28), where Jk is the Jacobian coming from the change of density at view
k. The sampling details are in Section H in the supplement.
9. Data splitting revisited. Classical data splitting uses a random subsample of the
data to choose the model and the leftover of the data to do inference for the selected
coefficients. Hence, a part of the data (called the first stage data) is used only for model
selection. In this work, we also select a model based on a part of the data but we use the
whole data for inference by conditioning only on the model selected in the first stage. While
the classical data splitting conditions on all of the first stage data, we condition only on
the model selected using the first stage data, conducting the inference using the leftover
data together with the leftover information in the first stage data (after using it to select
the model). This idea, called data carving, of reusing the leftover information from the first
stage has been introduced in Fithian, Sun and Taylor (2014). We provide the computational
tools to do data carving efficiently in non-parametric settings.
Let us now describe the setup and the procedure in detail. Given data matrix S P Rnˆm,
we resample n1 of its rows randomly without replacement and denote this part of the data
as S1 P Rn1ˆpp`1q, where n1 ď n is given. Assume pre-selection S „ Fnn, i.e. the rows are
sampled i.i.d. from Fn. Denote the full loss as ℓpβ;Sq and the loss of the subsampled data as
ℓ1pβ;S1q. The standard data splitting uses only the data S1 to select the model by solving
an optimization problem of the form
(31) minimize
β
1
ρ
ℓ1pβ;S1q ` Ppβq,
where ρ “ n1
n
and Ppβq is a penalty. Denote the selected model as M . In data splitting,
the inference is done for the coefficients corresponding to model M using the leftover data
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S2 P Rpn´n1qˆm, where S2 consists of the rows of S not used to form S1. Denoting δpβ;Sq “
ρℓpβ;Sq ´ ℓ1pβ;S1q, (31) is equivalent to solving
(32) minimize
β
ℓpβ;Sq ´ 1
ρ
δpβ;Sq ` Ppβq.
Interpreting the term 1
ρ
δpβ;Sq as the randomization term, the problem above can be seen
as an example of a randomized procedure of the type we have considered so far. In other
words, we rewrite the model selection problem using the first stage data as a randomized
model selection problem using the full data with the randomization being a function of both
the first stage and the second stage data.
Denoting the minimizer of the above objective as βˆ, the sub-gradient equation of (32)
becomes
ω :“ 1
ρ
∇δpβˆ;Sq “ ∇ℓpβˆ;Sq ` BPpβˆq “ ωpD,V q,
where D “ DpSq is a data dependent vector and V P V are naturally arising optimization
variables restricted to a set V. Choosing the model M is equivalent to having V P V, hence
to condition on the model it suffices that the optimization variables satisfy this constraint.
Thus, to sample the dataD post-selection, i.e. conditional on (32) choosingM , it suffices to
sample D and V from the density as follows. Assuming that pre-selection ω “ 1
ρ
∇δpβˆ;Sq
and D satisfy a CLT ˆ
ω
D
˙
dÑ Ndimpωq`dimpDq pµ,Σq
as n Ñ 8, we sample pD,V q from the density proportional to the multivariate Gaussian
density
(33) φpµ,Σq
ˆ
ωpD,V q
D
˙
with the restriction V P V, assuming the Jacobian is constant. In the examples later, we
will choose the randomization ω to be of mean zero and asymptotically independent of D,
in which case the density in (33) simplifies further as
(34) φpµD ,ΣDqpDq ¨ φp0,ΣωqpωpD,V qq,
where D
dÑ N pµD,ΣDq and ω dÑ N p0,Σωq as n Ñ 8. Now we can reuse any of the
samplers above to do inference.
9.1. GLM example. To illustrate the idea through an example, consider ℓ1-penalized
logistic regression. The data S above consists of the data matrix X P Rnˆp and a response
vector y P Rn. The first stage data is S1 “ pX1,y1q. The model selection objective on the
first stage data becomes
(35) minimize
β
ℓpβ; pX,yqq ´ 1
ρ
δpβ; pX,yqq ` ǫ
2
}β}22 ` λ}β}1.
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Since ℓpβ; pX,yqq´ 1
ρ
δpβ; pX,yqq “ 1
ρ
ℓ1pβ; pX1,y1qq, the solution of the above optimization
problem depends only on the split data. Denote the solution of (35) as βˆ “
ˆ
βE
0
˙
. The
KKT conditions of this problem are
ω “ 1
ρ
∇δ
ˆ
βE
0
˙
“ ∇ℓ
ˆ
βE
0
˙
` ǫ
ˆ
βE
0
˙
` λ
ˆ
sE
u´E
˙
with the constrains signpβEq “ sE and }u´E}8 ď 1. We want to sample the data vector
(a function of pX,yq) and the optimization variables pβE ,u´Eq such that they satisfy the
KKT conditions corresponding to (35).
In order to get more explicit form for the randomization ω, we do the Taylor expansion
of both gradient of δ and the gradient of the loss ℓ, implying
ω « 1
ρ
∇δ
ˆ
β˚E
0
˙
“ ´XT py ´ πpXEβ˚Eqq `
1
ρ
XT1 py1 ´ πpX1,Eβ˚Eqq.
A simple calculation shows the asymptotic covariance between ω and D is zero, hence we
sample from the density in (34), where all the covariances are estimated using bootstrap.
9.2. Multiple splits. Combining the ideas from multiple spits and data splitting, we now
do inference after looking at the outcomes of the model selection procedures run on different
splits of the data.
Let us in total do K splits of the data, each running a model selection procedure on
the split data pXk,ykq P Rnkˆp ˆ Rnk , of size nk, selecting an active set Ek at each of
k “ 1, . . . ,K. Let an analyst choose a model E upon seeing the outcomes E1, . . . , EK . Each
of the model selection procedures can be written as
(36) ℓpβ; pX,yqq ` δkpβ; pX,yqq ` Ppβq,
where δkpβ; pX;yqq “ ℓpβ; pX,yqq ´ 1ρk ℓkpβ;Xk,ykqq, ρk “
nk
n
. Let us write the KKT
conditions of (36) as ωk “ ωkpD,Vkq, where ωk “ ∇δkpβ; pXk,ykqq, D is the data vector
and Vk P Vk are the optimization variables constrained to a set Vk, k “ 1, . . . ,K. Assuming
that pre-selection the asymptotic covariance between any two of D, ω1, . . . ,ωK , is zero and
D ´ µD dÑ NdimpDqp0,ΣDq, ωk dÑ Ndimpωkqp0,Σωkq as nÑ 8, we have that the selective
density of D,V1, . . . ,VK , is
φpµD ,ΣDqpDq ¨
Kź
k“1
φp0,Σωk qpωkpD,Vkqq
with the restrictions Vk P Vk. In the case of the ℓ1-penalized logistic regression, the random-
ization reconstruction map becomes ωk “ ´XT py ´ πpXEβ˚Eqq ` 1ρXTk pyk ´ πpXk,Eβ˚Eqq,
for k “ 1, . . . ,K and in this example the cross covariances between D,ω1, . . . ,ωK are zero.
As elaborated in detail in multiple views of the data for GLMs (Section 8.2), we do inference
in the same way.
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10. Conclusion. Inference after selection is a challenging problem since its aim is to
not only provide theoretically valid tests and confidence intervals but also make its proce-
dures powerful and computationally efficient. With added randomization, we gain in both
power and computational simplicity compared to non-randomized setting. We have extended
the randomized framework to construct a new valid pivot using bootstrap, addressing the
challenges in its computation. Through novel examples, including multiple views/queries
and data carving, we have illustrated the applicability of our approach.
The code for all the examples mentioned is available at https://github.com/jonathan-
taylor/selective-inference. The implementation results along with applications of our
methods to a real dataset will be included in future work.
Acknowledgments. J.M. would like to thank Rajarshi Muhkerjee for his generous help
in editing this paper.
SUPPLEMENT
A. Selective CLT - simple version (with parameter convergence assumption).
A.1. Asymptotic linearity implies uniform CLT.
Lemma 12 (Asymptotic linearity implies uniform CLT) (AL) assumption implies (CLT).
Proof For any ǫ ą 0, we decompose
Fnt
?
npDn ´ µnq ď tu “ Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µq `
?
nXn ď t
+
“ Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µq `
?
nXn ď t, }
?
nXn}8 ď ǫ
+
` Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µq `
?
nXn ď t, }
?
nXn}8 ě ǫ
+
.
Denoting with ǫ “ pǫ, . . . , ǫq P Rp, we have the upper bound
Fnt
?
npDn ´ µnq ď tu ď Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µq ď t` ǫ
+
` Fnt
?
n}Xn}8 ě ǫu
and the lower bound
Fnt
?
npDn ´ µnq ď tu ě Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µq ď t´ ǫ
+
Thus, ˇˇˇˇ
ˇFnt?npDn ´ µnq ď tu ´ Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´µq ď t
+ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď maxtI1, I2u,
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where
I1 “ Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µq P pt, t` ǫq
+
` Fnt
?
n}Xn}8 ě ǫu
and
I2 “ Fn
#
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pξi ´ µq P pt ´ ǫ, tq
+
.
Using the assumption Xn “ oFnp1{
?
nq uniformly across Fn P Fn, for any ǫ ą 0 we have
that lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fnt
?
n}Xn}8 ą ǫu “ 0.
Letting n Ñ 8 and then ǫ Ñ 0, we have that sup
FnPFn
maxtI1, I2u Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Using
(19), we have that (CLT) holds.
A.2. Selective CLT using pre-selection (CLT) assumption. We prove a version of se-
lective CLT that does not assume a asymptotic linearity condition on the statistic D but
a weaker CLT statement; however, it requires the unknown parameter and the selection
region to converge as the sample size n increase, hence not accounting for the rare selection
events.
Assume the selection region is
?
nAMD`ω ě bM , where AM P Rdˆp and bM P Rd. We
denote the pivot as
P
G
`?
npD ´ µq,ATµ,?nAMµ,AM , bM
˘
“ pPG ˆGq
 }Σ´1{2A G}2 ě }?nΣ´1{2A AT pD ´ µq}2 ˇˇ?
nAMDA `AMCpG`
?
nATµq `ω ě bM ,DA
(
,
“ pPG ˆGq
 }Σ´1{2A G}2 ě }?nΣ´1{2A AT pD ´ µq}2 ˇˇ?
nAM pDA ´ µAq `AMCG `
?
nAMµ` ω ě bM ,DA
(
,
where PG is under G „ Nap0,ΣAq. Note that here we assume the affine selection region,
written before as
?
nAMD ` ω P HM , is given as
?
nAMD ` ω ě bM for a sequence of
vectors bM P Rd. We do this in order to simplify the notation for the convergence of the
selection region.
To prove a version of selective CLT, let us introduce a new set of assumptions.
• Convergence of the selection regions:
lim
nÑ8AM “ rA and limnÑ8bM “ b˜
for some rA P Rdˆp and b˜ P Rd.
• Convergence of the parameter:
lim
nÑ8
?
nAMµ “ µ˜.
for some µ˜ P Rd
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• Assumptions on the distribution of the randomization: G is continuous and has full
support.
Theorem 13 (Selective CLT, version 1) Assuming the two convergence conditions above
and (CLT) hold, we have the following
lim
nÑ8 sup
Fn˚PFn˚
sup
tPr0,1s
ˇˇ
F
˚
n
 
P
G
`?
npD ´ µq,ATµ,?nAMµ,AM , bM
˘ ď t(´ tˇˇ “ 0
Proof
Denote Φ˚p0,Σq the distribution of G „ Npp0,Σq :“ Φp0,Σq conditional on the selection
rAG` rµ` ω ě b˜.
We know that
Φ˚p0,Σq
!
P
GpG,ATµ, µ˜, rA, b˜q ď t) “ t.
Suffices to show that for every continuous bounded function g : RÑ R, we have
EFn˚
“
g
`
PG
`?
npD ´ µq,ATµ,?nAMµ,AM , bM
˘˘‰Ñ EΦ˚p0,Σq ”gpPG ´G,ATµ, µ˜, rA, b˜¯ı
as n Ñ 8. Denoting the selective likelihood ratios for the data originally distributed as
D „ Fn as
ℓFnp
?
npD ´ µq,?nAMµ,AM , bM q “ G t
?
nAM pD ´ µq `
?
nAMµ` ω ě bM u
EFn rG tω ě bM ´
?
nAM pD1 ´µq ´
?
nAMµus
and Gaussian one as
ℓΦp0,ΣqpG, µ˜, rA, b˜q “ G
! rAG` µ˜` ω ě b˜)
EΦp0,Σq
”
G
!
ω ě b˜´ rAG1 ´ µ˜)ı
it suffices to show the following holds
EFn
“
g
`
P
G
`?
npD ´ µq,ATµ,?nAMµ,AM , bM
˘˘
ℓFnp
?
npD ´ µq,?nAMµ,AM , bM q
‰
Ñ EΦp0,Σq
”
g
´
PGpG,ATµ, µ˜, rA, b˜q¯ ℓΦp0,ΣqpG, µ˜, rA, b˜qı
as nÑ8 for an arbitrary sequence Fn P Fn. (CLT) assumption and continuity of G implies
for all t P Rp
lim
nÑ8 suptPRp
ˇˇˇ
ℓFnpt,
?
nAMµ,AM , bM q ´ ℓΦp0,Σqpt, rA, µ˜, rA, b˜qˇˇˇ “ 0.
This implies (by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem)
lim
nÑ8EFn
”ˇˇˇ
ℓFn
`?
npD ´ µq,?nAMµ,AM , bM
˘´ ℓΦp0,Σqp?npD ´ µq, µ˜, rA, b˜qˇˇˇı “ 0.
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Since g is bounded function, it suffices to show
EFn
”
g
`
P
G
`?
npD ´ µq,ATµ,?nAMµ,AM , bM
˘˘
ℓΦp0,Σqp
?
npD ´ µq, µ˜, rA, b˜qı
Ñ EΦp0,Σq
”
g
´
P
GpG,ATµ, µ˜, rA, b˜q¯ ℓΦp0,ΣqpG, µ˜, rA, b˜qı
as nÑ8. By the uniform Continuous mapping theorem the convergence above holds in dis-
tribution. To go to expectation, it suffices to have g and ℓΦp0,Σq to be bounded. g is bounded
by assumption and ℓΦp0,Σq is bounded above as long as EΦΣ
”
G
!
ω : ω ě b˜´ rAG´ rµ)ı ą 0,
which holds since G has full support by assumption.
B. Proving selective CLT for Lipschitz randomization.
B.1. Smoothness of the Gaussian likelihood and the pivot for Lipschitz randomization.
Recall that
Q1pz;∆q “ GtAMz `AM∆` ω PHM u,
and the Gaussian selective likelihood ratio becomes
ℓΦnpzq “
GtAMz `AM∆` ω PHMu
Φn ˆGtAMZ `AM∆` ω PHMu “
Q1pz;∆q
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs
.
Lemma 14 (Lipschitz randomization: smoothness of the Gaussian likelihood) Assuming
(NA) and (S) hold, we have
Bαz ℓΦnpzq ď
CM ¨Kg
EΦn
“
e´Kg}AMZ}h
‰eKg}AMz}h “ OpeKg}AMz}hq.
Proof
Using the change of variables ω1 “ ω `AMz `AM∆ and the Lipschitz assumption on
g˜, we have the lower bound
Q1pz;∆q “
ż
ωPHM´AMz´AM∆
1
Cg
expp´g˜pωqqdω
“ 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMz ´AM∆q˘ dω1
ě 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q ´Kg}AMz}h˘ dω1
“ e´Kg}AMz}h
ż
ω1PHM
1
Cg
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q˘ dω1
“ Q1p0;∆q ¨ e´Kg}AMz}h ,(37)
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implying
(38) EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs ě Q1p0;∆q ¨ EΦn
”
e´Kg}AMZ}h
ı
.
Similarly, using the Lipschitz property on g˜ again we have an upper bound
Q1pz;∆q ď 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q `Kg}AMz}h˘ dω1
“ eKg}AMz}h
ż
ω1PHM
1
Cg
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q˘ dω1
“ Q1p0;∆q ¨ eKg}AMz}h .(39)
By the smoothness assumption on g˜, we have
|Bαz Q1pz;∆q| “
1
Cg
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ż
ω1PHM
Bαz expp´g˜pω1 ´AMz ´AM∆qqdω1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ď CM ¨Kg
ż
ω1PHM
1
Cg
expp´g˜pω1 ´AMz ´AM∆qqdω1
“ CM ¨Kg ¨Q1pz;∆q
ď CM ¨Kg ¨Q1p0;∆q ¨ eKg}AMz}h ,(40)
where CM comes from differentiating AMz with respect to z and the last inequality follows
by using the upper bound on Q1pz;∆q from (39). Combining (37) and (40) and we have
Bαz ℓΦnpzq “
Bαz Q1pz;∆q
EΦnQ1pZ;∆q
ď CM ¨Kg
EΦn
“
e´Kg}AMZ}h
‰eKg}AMz}h .
Denote
Q2pτ ;zA,∆q “ GtAMzA `AMCτ `AM∆` ω PHM u
and
Q3pzA;∆q “
ż
Ra
GtAMzA `AMCτ `AM∆` ω PHMuφp0,ΣAqpτ qdτ
“ EG„Nap0,ΣAq rQ2pG;zA,∆qs .
Then the pivot equals
PGpZ,AM∆,AM ,HM q “
ş
}Σ´1{2
A
τ}2ě}Σ´1{2A ATZ}2
Q2pτ ;ZA,∆qφp0,ΣAqpτ qdτ
Q3pZA;∆q ,
where with the abuse of notation we write different the arguments of the pivot slightly
differently in this section.
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Lemma 15 (Lipschitz randomization: smoothness of the pivot) Assuming (NA) and
(S) hold, we have
ˇˇBαz PGpz,AM∆,AM ,HM qˇˇ ď CpA,AM ,Kgq ` CpAq eKg}AMCΣA}h,2}Σ´1{2A AT z}2
EG„Nap0,ΣAq
“
e´Kg}AMCG}h
‰
“ O
´
1` eKg}AMCΣA}h,2}Σ´1{2A AT z}2
¯
,
where the constants above depend only on their arguments.
Proof
By the change of variables ω “ ω1 ´AMzA ´AMCτ ´AM∆ and using the Lipschitz
property of the randomization we get the lower bound on Q2pτ ;zA,∆q:
Q2pτ ;zA,∆q “
ż
ωPHM´AMzA´AMCτ´AM∆
1
Cg
expp´g˜pωqqdω
“ 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMzA ´AMCτ ´AM∆q˘ dω1
ě 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMzA ´AM∆q ´Kg}AMCτ }h˘ dω1
“ Q2p0;zA,∆q ¨ e´Kg}AMCτ}h .
Hence
(41) Q3pzA;∆q ě Q2p0;zA,∆q ¨ EG„Nap0,ΣAq
”
e´Kg}AMCG}h
ı
.
As for the upper bound on Q2pτ ;zA,∆q, we have
Q2pτ ;zA,∆q ď 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMzA ´AM∆q `Kg}AMCτ }˘ dω1
“ Q2p0;zA;∆q ¨ eKg}AMCτ}h .
Decomposing τ “ Σ1{2A }Σ´1{2A τ }2
Σ
´1{2
A
τ
}Σ´1{2
A
τ}2
and denoting r “ }Σ´1{2A τ }2 and u “
Σ
´1{2
A
τ
}Σ´1{2
A
τ}2
,
we know that under τ „ N p0,ΣAq, r and u are independent random variables. Denote
their densities with frprq and fuepuq, respectively.
Then the derivative of the numerator with respect to ATz satisfiesˇˇˇˇ
ˇBαAT z
ż
rě}Σ´1{2A AT z}2
ż
uPSa
Q2
´
rΣ
1{2
A u;zA,∆
¯
frprqfupuqdrdu
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď CpAq ¨
ż
uPSa
Q2
´
}Σ´1{2A ATz}2Σ1{2A u;zA,∆
¯
frp}Σ´1{2A ATz}2qfupuqdu
ď CpAq ¨Q2p0;zA,∆q ¨ eKg}AMCΣ
1{2
A u}h}Σ
´1{2
A A
T z}2frp}Σ´1{2A ATz}2q
ż
uPSa
fupuqdu,
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where Sa is a unit sphere in Ra and in the last inequality we used the upper bound on Q2.
Since the last integral is 1 and the density frp¨q is uniformly bounded by a constant, we get
that the derivative above is upper bounded by
CpAq ¨Q2p0;zA;∆q ¨ eKg}AMCΣA}h,2}Σ
´1{2
A A
T z}2 .
Combing this upper bound with the lower bound on the denominator from (41), we get
that the derivative of the pivot with respect to ATz is upper bounded byˇˇBαAT zPGpz,AM∆,AM ,HM qˇˇ ď CpAq eKg}AMCΣA}h,2}Σ´1{2A ATz}2
EG„Nap0,ΣAq
“
e´Kg}AMCG}h
‰ .
Now we turn to the derivative of the pivot with respect to zA. The derivative of the
integrand of the numerator of the pivot is upper bounded by
|Bαz Q2pτ ;zA,∆q| “
1
Cg
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ż
ω1PHM
Bαz exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMzA ´AMCτ ´AM∆q˘ dω1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ď CpAM ,AqKg
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMzA ´AMCτ ´AM∆q˘ dω1
“ CpAM ,Aq ¨Kg ¨Q2pτ ;zA,∆q
and, similarly, the derivative of the denominator is upper bounded by
(42)
ˇˇBαzAQ3pzA;∆qˇˇ ď CpAM ,Aq ¨Kg ¨Q3pzA;∆q.
Note that the derivative of the pivot with respect to zA will be the sum of the term of
the form ş
}Σ´1{2
A
τ}2ě}Σ´1{2A ATz}2
Bαz Q2pτ ;zA,∆qφp0,ΣAqpτ qdτ
Q3pzA;∆q
and ¨˝ ş
}Σ´1{2A τ}2ě}Σ
´1{2
A A
T z}2
Q2pτ ;zA,∆qφp0,ΣAqpτ qdτ‚˛¨ BαzAQ3pzA;∆q
Q3pzA;∆q2
The first term above in the absolute value is upper bounded byş
Ra
|Bαz Q2pτ ;zA,∆q|φp0,ΣAqpτ qdτ
Q3pzA;∆q ď
CpAM ,Aq ¨Kg ¨ EG„Nap0,ΣAq rQ2pτ ;zA,∆qs
Q3pzA;∆q
“ CpAM ,Aq ¨Kg
and the second term in absolute value is upper bounded by
BαzAQ3pzA;∆q
Q3pzA;∆q ď CpAM ,Aq ¨Kg.
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B.2. Applying Chatterjee’s theorem for Lipschitz randomization. Denote as yi the cen-
tered versions of ξi, i “ 1, . . . , n. Let M : Rnˆp Ñ Rp denote the normalizing operator:
Mpy1, . . . ,ynq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
yi.
Then our normalized test statistic becomes Z “Mpy1, . . . ,ynq. Also, take g1, . . . ,gn i.i.d.„
Npp0,Σnq:
G “
¨˚
˝g
T
1
...
gTn
‹˛‚
nˆp
.
Denote two sequences of matrices tWi : i “ 0, . . . , nu, tĂWi : i “ 0, . . . , nu as
Wi “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
gT1
...
gTi´1
0
yTi`1
...
yTn
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
nˆp
, ĂWi “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
gT1
...
gTi´1
gTi
yTi`1
...
yTn
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
nˆp
.
Here we present a generalization of Theorem 1 in Chatterjee (2005), which provides a
bound on the difference between smooth functions of Gaussian and averages of i.i.d. random
variables coming from a nonparametric distribution.
Let Ωn : R
p Ñ R (we will later take Ωpzq “ }AMz}h) be a sequence of norm operators
and let Wn : R Ñ R be a sequence of weights (we will later take Wnpxq “ eKgx). For
f : Rnˆp Ñ R, we define
λ
pnq
3 pfq “ sup
#
}B3yifpy1, . . . ,ynq}8
Wn pΩnpMpy1, . . . ,ynqqq , i “ 1, . . . , n
+
.
Now we have the notation necessary to state the theorem that bounds the difference
between the expectations of a function applied to nonparametric and the Gaussian data in
terms of the smoothness of the function.
Theorem 16 (Chatterjee (2005)) For Wn increasing and convex, we have
(43)
|EFn rfpY qs ´ EΦn rfpGqs| ď
1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 pfqE rWn p2 ¨ ΩnpMpWiqqqs
`
E
“}gi}31‰` E “}yi}31‰˘
` 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 pfqE
”
Wn
´
2 ¨ ΩnpMpĂWi ´Wiqq¯ }gi}31ı
` 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 pfqE
”
Wn
´
2 ¨ ΩnpMpĂWi´1 ´Wiqq¯ }yi}31ı .
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We now apply Theorem 16 to show the Gaussian and non-parametric likelihoods are close
in expectation and to show that the constructed pivot under the non-parametric distribution
asymptotically behaves as if the data was Gaussian. Since we know that the pivot is uniform
under the Gaussian distribution, it will be asymptotically uniform under a non-parametric
distribution.
Lemma 17 (Lipschitz randomization: closeness of Gaussian and non-parametric LR)
Assuming (AL), (MGF), (NA) and (S) hold, we have
EFn r|ℓFnpZq ´ ℓΦnpZq|s ď
1?
n
CpCτ , CM ,Kg,KG,Σq,
where the constant on the RHS depends only on its arguments.
Proof
Since
EFn r|ℓFnpZq ´ ℓΦnpZq|s “ EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs
ˇˇˇˇ
1
EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs
´ 1
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs
ˇˇˇˇ
“ |EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs ´ EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs|
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs
,
we have
EFn r|ℓFnpZq ´ ℓΦnpZq|s ď
ˇˇˇ
EFn
” rQ1pZ;∆qı ´ EΦn ” rQ1pZ;∆qıˇˇˇ
EΦn
“
e´Kg}AMZ}h
‰ ,
where we used the lower bound on EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs from (38) and rQ1pz;∆q denotes
rQ1pz;∆q “ Q1pz;∆q
Q1p0,∆q .
Hence it suffices to provide an upper bound onˇˇˇ
EFn
” rQ1pZ;∆qı ´ EΦn ” rQ1pZ;∆qıˇˇˇ .
We use Chatterjee technique here, providing an upper bound on the quantity above using
the smoothness of rQ1pz;∆q. From (40) we haveˇˇˇ
Bαz rQ1pz;∆qˇˇˇ ď CM ¨Kg ¨ eKg}AMz}h ,
implying
λ
pnq
3 p rQ1q ď 1n3{2CM ¨Kg
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for Ωnpzq “ }AMz}h, z P Rp, and Wnpxq “ eKgx, x P R. Using Theorem 16, we have
(44)
ˇˇˇ
EFn
” rQ1pZ;∆qı ´ EΦn ” rQ1pZ;∆qıˇˇˇ
ď 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 p rQ1qE ”e2Kg}AMMpWiq}hı `E “}gi}31‰` E “}yi}31‰˘
` 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 p rQ1qE ”e2Kg}AMMpĂWi´Wiq}h}gi}31ı
` 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 p rQ1qE ”e2Kg}AMMpĂWi´1´Wiq}h}yi}31ı .
Note that we need (AL) assumption to be able to apply this theorem. Following the proof
of Theorem 9 in Tian and Taylor (2015a), which uses (MGF) assumption, the sum in the
RHS in (44) is of order Opn´1{2q.
Using the same proof as in Lemma 17, we bound the difference between the expectations
of a smooth function applied to the pivots constructed for non-parametric and Gaussian
data. The result is also under the conditional distributions of the data (Fn˚ and Φn˚ for the
non-parametric and Gaussian respectively).
Theorem 18 (Lipschitz randomization: selective CLT) Assume (AL), (MGF), (NA)
and (S) hold. Given a function H : R Ñ R with uniformly bounded derivatives up to the
third order (call this bound KH), we haveˇˇ
EFn˚
HpPGpZqq ´ EΦn˚HpPGpGqq
ˇˇ ď 1?
n
CpCτ , CM ,Kg,KH,Σq.
Proof Sinceˇˇ
EFn˚
HpPGpZqq ´ EΦn˚HpPGpGqq
ˇˇ
“ ˇˇEFn “HpPGpZqℓFnpZq‰ ´ EΦn “HpPGpGqℓΦnpGq‰ˇˇ ,
“ ˇˇEFn “HpPGpZq pℓFnpZq ´ ℓΦnpZqq‰ˇˇ` ˇˇEFn “HpPGpZqℓΦnpZq‰ ´ EFn “HpPGpGqℓΦnpGq‰ˇˇ
ď KH ¨ EFn r|ℓFnpZq ´ ℓΦnpZq|s `
ˇˇ
EFn
“
HpPGpZqℓΦnpZq
‰ ´ EFn “HpPGpGqℓΦnpGq‰ˇˇ ,
to bound the first term above we use the result of Lemma 17 and to bound the second term
we apply Theorem 16 to
fpY q “ HpPGpMpY qqq ¨ ℓΦnpMpY qq.
Applying Theorem 16 is then done in the same way as in Lemma 17, where we additionally
use Lemma 15.
C. Proving Selective CLT for Gaussian randomization.
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C.1. Smoothness of the Gaussian likelihood and the pivot for Gaussian randomization.
Denoting the probability of selection conditional on the data as
Q1pz;∆q “ GtAMz `AM∆` ω PHM u,
we have
ℓΦnpzq “
GtAMz `AM∆` ω PHMu
Φn ˆGtAMZ `AM∆` ω PHMu “
Q1pz;∆q
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs
,
where we write the likelihood in terms of z “ ?npt ´ µq. In this section, we take the
randomization distribution to be Gaussian
G “ Ndp0, cΣωq.
Assume that Σω “ cId and that the selection region is rectangular HM “
śn
i“1rbi,8q
for some vector b P Rd.
Lemma 19 (Gaussian randomization: smoothness of the Gaussian likelihood) Assume
(G) holds. Then for any κ2 ă 12c , there exists κ1 such that
e´κ2}AMz}
2
2 ¨ |Bαz ℓΦnpzq| “ O
´
eκ1dp0,HM´AM∆q
2
¯
.
Proof
The denominator of the likelihood satisfies
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs “ PZ ˆ PωtAMZ ` ω PHM ´AM∆u
“ Pω1„N p0,AMΣATM`Σωqtω
1 PHM ´AM∆u
“ const ¨
ż
HM
exp
ˆ
´1
2
pω1 ´AM∆qT pAMΣATM `Σωq´1pω1 ´AM∆q
˙
dω1
“ const ¨
ż
HM
exp
ˆ
´1
2
›››pAMΣATM `Σωq´1{2pω1 ´AM∆q›››2
2
˙
dω1
ě const ¨
ż
HM
exp
ˆ
´1
2
}pAMΣATM `Σωq´1{2}22
››ω1 ´AM∆q››22˙ dω1
ě const ¨ exp
ˆ
´δ1
2
}pAMΣATM `Σωq´1{2}22 ¨ dp0,HM ´AM∆q2
˙
,
for some δ1 ą 1. The numerator of the pivot satisfies
|Bαz Q1pz;∆q| “ const ¨
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ż
ω1PHM
Bαz exp
ˆ
´ 1
2c
}ω1 ´AMz ´AM∆}22
˙
dω1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ď const ¨
ż
ω1PHM
exp
ˆ
´ δ2
2c
}ω1 ´AMz ´AM∆}22
˙
dω1
ď const ¨ exp
ˆ
´ δ
1
2
2c
d p0,HM ´AMz ´AM∆q2
˙
,
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for some δ2 and δ
1
2 satisfying δ
1
2 ă δ2 ă 1. By the triangle inequality
dp0,HM ´AM∆q ď dp0,HM ´AMz ´AM∆q ` }AMz}2,
hence
dp0,HM ´AM∆q2 ď 2dp0,HM ´AMz ´AM∆q2 ` 2}AMz}22.
Hence we get a further bound on the derivative of the numerator
|Bαz Q1pz;∆q| ď const ¨ exp
ˆ
´ δ
1
2
4c
dp0,HM ´AM∆q2 ` δ
1
2
2c
}AMz}22
˙
.
Combining the upper bound on the derivative of the numerator together with the lower
bound on the denominator we get that for any κ2 ă 12c , there exists κ1 (κ1 can be taken to
be ´ δ12
4c
` δ1
2
}pAMΣATM `Σωq´1{2}22) such that
|Bαz ℓΦnpzq| “
|Bαz Q1pz;∆q|
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs
ď const ¨ exp `κ1dp0,HM ´AM∆q2 ` κ2}AMz}22˘ .
With Gaussian randomization, the pivot has a simper representation we now derive.
Recall the variance of the randomization is cId. Denote v “ AMC, w “ ω1´AMzA´AM∆.
Assuming the matrix A is of size d ˆ 1, and ATZ “: T has variance 1, the numerator of
the pivot multiplied by p2πqpd`1q{2cd{2 becomes:ż
těT
exp
ˆ
´ t
2
2
˙ż
HM
exp
ˆ
´ 1
2c
pω1 ´AMCt´ z1A ´AM∆qT pω1 ´AMCt´ z1A ´AM∆q
˙
dω1
“
ż
těT
ż
HM
exp
˜
´1
2
ˆ
1
}v}22
` 1
c
˙
pvtqT pvtq `
d
1
}v}22
` 1
c
pvtqT 1
c
d
c}v}22
}v}22 ` c
w ´ 1
2c2
}v}22c
}v}22 ` c
wTw
¸
¨ exp
ˆ
´1
2
wTw
ˆ
1
c
´ }v}
2
2
cp}v}22 ` cq
˙˙
dω1
“
ż
HM
ż
těT
exp
¨˝
´1
2
˜d
}v}22 ` c
}v}22c
vt´ 1
c
d
}v}22c
}v}22 ` c
w
¸T ˜d
}v}22 ` c
}v}22c
vt´ 1
c
d
}v}22c
}v}22 ` c
w
¸‚˛dt
¨ exp
ˆ
´1
2
wTw
1
}v}22 ` c
˙
dω1.
Denote
v˜ “
d
}v}22 ` c
}v}22c
v, w˜ “ 1
c
d
}v}22c
}v}22 ` c
w.
Since
pv˜t´ w˜qT pv˜t´ w˜q “ }v˜}22
ˆ
t2 ´ 2t v˜
T w˜
}v˜}22
` pv˜
T w˜q2
}v˜}42
˙
´ pv˜
T w˜q2
}v˜}22
` }w˜}22
“ }v˜}22
ˆ
t´ v˜
T w˜
}v˜}22
˙2
´ pv˜
T w˜q2
}v˜}22
` }w˜}22,
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we have the numerator (multiplied by p2πqpd`1q{2cd{2) to beż
HM
ż
těT
exp
˜
´}v˜}
2
2
2
ˆ
t´ v˜
T w˜
}v˜}22
˙2¸
dt ¨ exp
ˆpv˜T w˜q2
2}v˜}22
´ 1
2
}w˜}22
˙
¨ exp
ˆ
´1
2
wTw
1
}v}22 ` c
˙
dω1
“
?
2π
}v˜}2
ż
HM
Φ¯
ˆ
}v˜}2
ˆ
T ´ v˜
T w˜
}v˜}22
˙˙
¨ exp
ˆpv˜T w˜q2
2}v˜}22
´ 1
2
}w˜}22
˙
¨ exp
ˆ
´1
2
wTw
1
}v}22 ` c
˙
dω1
“
?
2πca
}v}2 ` c
ż
HM
Φ¯
˜c
}v}22 ` c
c
ˆ
T ´ v
Tw
}v}22 ` c
˙¸
¨ exp
ˆ pvTwq2
2cp}v}22 ` cq
´ 1
2c
}w}22
˙
dω1
“
?
2πca
}v}2 ` c
ż
HM
Φ¯
˜c
}v}22 ` c
c
ˆ
T ´ v
Tw
}v}22 ` c
˙¸
¨ exp
ˆ
´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w
˙
dω1
“
?
2πca}v}2 ` c
ż
HM
Φ¯
˜c
}v}22 ` c
c
T ´ v
Twa
cp}v}22 ` cq
¸
¨ exp
ˆ
´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w
˙
dω1,
where Φ¯p¨q “ 1´ Φp0,1qp¨q is the survival function of the standard Gaussian.
Hence the numerator becomes
1a
|2πpvvT ` cIq|
ż
HM
Φ¯
˜c
}v}22 ` c
c
T ´ v
Twa
cp}v}22 ` cq
¸
¨ exp
ˆ
´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w
˙
dω1
“
ż
HM
Φ¯
˜c
}v}22 ` c
c
T ´ v
Twa
cp}v}22 ` cq
¸
¨ φp0,vvT`Σq
`
ω1 ´AMzA ´AM∆
˘
dω1.
The denominator of the pivot isż
HM
φp0,vvT`Σq
`
ω1 ´AMzA ´AM∆
˘
dω1.
The pivot becomes
ş
HM
Φ¯
ˆb
}v}2
2
`c
c
T ´ vTw?
cp}v}2
2
`cq
˙
¨ exp `´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1 ,
where w “ ω1 ´AMzA ´AM∆.
Lemma 20 (Gaussian randomization: smoothness of the pivot) Assume (G).ˇˇBαz PGpz,AM∆,AM ,HM qˇˇ ď Op1` dp0,HM ´AM∆q3 ` }AMzA}32q
Proof
The derivative of the pivot with respect to z is a linear combination of the terms:
J1 “
ş
HM
ˆb
}v}2
2
`c
c
T ´ vTw?
cp}v}2
2
`cq
˙
φp0,1q
ˆb
}v}2
2
`c
c
T ´ vTw?
cp}v}2
2
`cq
˙
¨ exp `´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1 ,
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J2 “
ş
HM
Φ¯
ˆb
}v}2
2
`c
c
T ´ vTw?
cp}v}2
2
`cq
˙
¨ pvvT ` cIq´1w ¨ exp `´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1
and
J3 “
ş
HM
Φ¯
ˆb
}v}2
2
`c
c
T ´ vTw?
cp}v}2
2
`cq
˙
¨ exp `´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1
¨
ş
HM
pvvT ` cIq´1w exp `´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘dω1 .
J1 is the expectation of a bounded function hence }J1}2 is bounded. Since both }J2}2
and }J3}2 are upper bounded by
}pvvT ` cIq´1}2
ş
HM
}w}2 ¨ exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1 ,
it suffices to analyze the growth ofş
HM
}w}2 ¨ exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1
in order to see how fast the derivative of the pivot grows. Similarly, in order to bound the
second and the third derivative of the pivot suffices to boundş
HM
}w}α2 ¨ exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dω1ş
HM
exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘dω1
“
ş
HM´AMzA´AM∆ }w}α2 ¨ exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dwş
HM´AMzA´AM∆ exp
`´1
2
wT pvvT ` cIq´1w˘ dw
“ Ew„N p0,vvT`cIq
“}w}α2 ˇˇ w PHM ´AMzA ´AM∆‰
for α “ 1, 2, 3. Using Lemma 21, we get
(45)
ˇˇBαz PGpz,AM∆,AM ,HM qˇˇ ď Op1` dp0,HM ´AMzA ´AM∆q3q
By the triangle inequality we get the conclusion.
The following lemma provides a bound on the growth of the moments of the Gaussian
random variable after selection. Recall HM “
śd
i“1rbi,8q for some vector b P Rd.
Lemma 21 For a given X „ Ndp0,Σq and a vector µ P Rd, we have
E r}X}α2 |X PHM ´ µs “ Opdp0,HM ´ µqα ` 1q
for α P N.
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Proof
We want to show E r}X}α2 |X PHM ´ µs grows at most linearly in dp0,HM ´ µqα for
d :“ dp0,HM ´µq ą 0. The quantity above is increasing in d.
Denoting Y „ N `0, 1
d2
Σ
˘
we get the above equals
dα ¨ E
„
}Y }α2
ˇˇˇ
Y P HM ´ µ
d

.
SinceHM “
śd
i“1rbi,8q, HM´µd is a rectangle
śd
i“1rui,8q, }u}2 “ 1. So E
”
}Y }α2
ˇˇˇ
Y P HM´µ
d
ı
is decreasing in d hence bounded above.
C.2. Applying Chatterjee’s theorem for Gaussian randomization.
Lemma 22 (Gaussian randomization: closeness of Gaussian and non-parametric LR)
Assuming (AL), (LA-w), (NA) and (G) and (subG) hold, we have
EFn r|ℓFnpZq ´ ℓΦnpZq|s ď
1?
n
CpCM ,Kg,KG,Σq,
where the constant on the RHS depends only on its arguments.
Proof
Since
EFn r|ℓFnpZq ´ ℓΦnpZq|s “ EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs
ˇˇˇˇ
1
EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs
´ 1
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs
ˇˇˇˇ
“ |EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs ´ EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs|
EΦn rQ1pZ;∆qs
“ |EFnrℓΦnpZqs ´ EΦnrℓΦnpZqs| .
We use Chatterjee technique here, providing an upper bound on the quantity above using
the smoothness of ℓΦnpzq. From Lemma 19, we have
|Bαz ℓΦnpzq| ď const ¨ exp
`
κ1dp0,HM ´AM∆q2 ` κ2}AMz}22
˘
,
implying
λ
pnq
3 pℓΦnq ď
1
n3{2
exppκ1dp0,HM ´AM∆q2q.
for Ωnpzq “ }AMz}22, z P Rp, and Wnpxq “ eκ2x, x P R. Using Theorem 16, we have
|EFn rℓΦnpZqs ´ EΦn rℓΦnpZqs|
ď 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 pℓΦnqE
”
e2κ2}AMMpWiq}
2
2
ı `
E
“}gi}31‰` E “}yi}31‰˘
` 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 pℓΦnqE
”
e2κ2}AMMpĂWi´Wiq}22}gi}31ı
` 1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ
pnq
3 pℓΦnqE
”
e2κ2}AMMpĂWi´1´Wiq}22}yi}31ı
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By the sub-Gaussain assumption and the local alternatives the sum in the RHS above
converges to zero as n tends to infinity.
Theorem 23 Assume (AL), (LA-w), (NA) and (G) and (subG) hold. Given a function
H : R Ñ R with uniformly bounded derivatives up to the third order (call this bound KH),
we have ˇˇ
EFn˚
HpPGpZqq ´ EΦn˚HpPGpGqq
ˇˇ “ onp1q.
Proof Similar to the proof of the above Lemma.
D. Proofs of Section 6. Since Q1pz;∆q “ G tHM ´AM∆´AMzu, z P Rp, we
write the likelihood ratio as
ℓFnptq “
Q1pz;∆q
EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs
.
Proof of Lemma 17 Using the change of variables ω1 “ ω ` AMz ` AM∆ and the
Lipschitz assumption on g˜, we have the lower bound
Q1pz;∆q “
ż
ωPHM´AMz´AM∆
1
Cg
expp´g˜pωqqdω
“ 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMz ´AM∆q˘ dω1
ě 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q ´Kg}AMz}h˘ dω1
“ e´Kg}AMz}h
ż
ω1PHM
1
Cg
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q˘ dω1 “ Q1p0;∆q ¨ e´Kg}AMz}h ,
implying
EFn rQ1pZ;∆qs ě Q1p0;∆q ¨ EFn
”
e´Kg}AMZ}h
ı
.
Similarly, we have an upper bound
Q1pz;∆q ď 1
Cg
ż
ω1PHM
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q `Kg}AMz}h˘ dω1
“ eKg}AMz}h
ż
ω1PHM
1
Cg
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q˘ dω1 “ Q1p0;∆q ¨ eKg}AMz}h .
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Proof of Lemma 18 Take any δ ą 0. Using the upper bound on the selective likelihood
ratio bound from Lemma 17, we get the following inequality
F
˚
n tfnpDq ą δu “ Fn
 
fnpDq ą δ
ˇˇ
selectionpD,ωq(
“
ż
ItfnptqąδudF
˚
nptq “
ż
ItfnptqąδuℓFnptqdFnptq
ď 1
EFn
“
e´Kg}AMZ}h
‰ ż ItfnptqąδueKg}AMz}hdFnptq.
Using (CLT) and (NA) assumption we have }AMz}h “ OFnp1q uniformly over Fn P Fn,
hence for every δ1 ą 0, there exists Cpδ1q such that
Fnt}AMZ}g ą Cpδ1qu ă δ1
for n sufficiently large. Sinceż
Itfnptqąδue
Kg}AMz}hdFnptq
“
ż
Itfnptqąδue
Kg}AMz}hIt}AMz}hďCpδ1qudFnptq `
ż
Itfnptqąδue
Kg}AMz}hIt}AMz}hąCpδ1qudFnptq
ď eKg¨Cpδ1qFntfnpDq ą δu ` EFn
”
eKg}AMZ}hIt}AMZ}hąCpδ1qu
ı
ď eKg¨Cpδ1qFntfnpDq ą δu `
´
EFn
”
e2Kg}AMZ}h
ı¯1{2 pPFn t}AMZ}h ą Cpδ1quq1{2
ď eKg¨Cpδ1qFntfnpDq ą δu `
´
EFn
”
e2Kg}AMZ}h
ı¯1{2
δ
1{2
1 .
Using lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn tfnpDq ą δu “ 0 (by the assumption of the lemma) and sup
FnPFn
EFn
“
e2Kg}AMZ}h
‰ “
Op1q, we get
lim
nÑ8 sup
Fn˚PFn˚
F
˚
n tfnpDq ą δu “ 0.
E. Proofs of Section 7. The goal here is to provide all the details showing that the
PB is asymptotically Unifr0, 1s uniformly across Fn P Fn. In order to show that, let us
introduce some important notation. For τ P Ra and uA P Rp, define
Q2 pτ ;zA,∆q :“ G tω : ω `AMzA `AMCτ `AM∆ PHM u
“ G tHM ´AMzA ´AMCτ ´AM∆u
“ G  HM ´?nAMtA ´AM pCτ `?nCATµq( ,
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where as before
?
ntA :“ zA `∆´
?
nCATµ, and
Q3pzA;∆q :“
ż
Ra
Q2 pτ ;zA,∆q 1p2πq´a{2|ΣA|´1{2
e´
1
2
τTΣ´1A τdτ
“
ż
Ra
G
 
HM ´
?
nAMtA ´AM
`
Cτ `?nCATµ˘( e´ 12τTΣ´1A τp2πq´a{2|ΣA|´1{2dτ
“
ż
Ra
G
 
HM ´
?
nAMtA ´
?
nAMCs
( ?n
p2πq´a{2|ΣA|´1{2
e´
n
2
ps´ATµqTΣ´1
A
ps´ATµqds,
where ΣA “ ATΣA in the last equality we did the change of variables τ `
?
nATµ “ ?ns.
The following lemma is an important step in proving asymptotics of PB . It will be used
to show that the denominator of the test statistic PB is bounded below in probability
uniformly over Fn P Fn.
Lemma 24 (Lower bound) Assuming (CLT), (LA), (Lip) and (NA), we have that for
every δ ą 0, there exists C ą 0 such that
sup
FnPFn
Fn tQ2pZA;∆q ă Cu ă δ
for n sufficiently large.
Proof
Using the Lipschitz assumption on the randomization, we have
Q2pτ ;zA,∆q “ 1
Cg
ż
HM´AM∆
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AMzA ´AMCτ q˘ dω1
“ 1
Cg
ż
HM´AM∆
exp
`´g˜pω1 ´AM∆q ´Kg}AMzA}h ´Kg}AMCτ }h˘ dω1
“ exp p´Kg}AMzA}hq exp p´Kg}AMCτ }hq
ż
HM´AM∆
expp´g˜pω1qqdω1
for all τ P Ra and zA P Rp. Since dh p0,HM ´AM∆q ď B (local alternatives), the last
integral is O(1).
Q2 pτ ;zA,∆q ě e´KgCM }zA}2e´KgCM }Cτ}2
ż
HM´AM∆
expp´g˜pω1qqdω1,
for all τ P Ra and zA P Rp, where the second inequality follows from (NA) assumption for
n large enough. Defining a function of x P Rż
Ra
e´}Cτ}2x
1
p2πq´a{2|ΣA|´1{2
e´
1
2
τΣ´1A τdτ “: fΣpxq, 1
we have
Q3 pzA;∆q ě e´KgCM }zA}2fΣpKgCM q
ż
HM´AM∆
expp´g˜pω1qqdω1
1Since under τ „ Nap0,ΣAq, Cτ „ Npp0,Σq, hence the RHS does not depend on A.
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for all zA P Rd.
For a given δ ą 0, it suffices to find a constant C1 ą 0 such that
sup
FnPF
Fn t}ZA}2 ą C1u ă δ
for n large enough. By (CLT) assumption, ZA converges uniformly in distribution to a
random variable G „ Np
`
0, pIp ´CAT qΣpIp ´CAT qT
˘
. Using the uniform continuous
mapping theorem we get that }ZA}2 converges uniformly in distribution to }G}2, i.e.
lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
sup
tPR
|Fn t}ZA}2 ď tu ´ PG t}G}2 ď tu| “ 0.
This implies (E) holds.
The following lemma justifies using pDA instead of DA in constructing the bootstrap
pivot
Lemma 25 Assuming (CLT), (NA) and (Var) hold, for any δ ą 0 the following holds
lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn
!›››?nAM p pDA ` pCATµq ´ ?nAM `DA `CATµ˘›››
2
ą δ
)
“ 0.
Proof Since
?
nAM p pDA ´DAq ` ?nAM p pC ´CqATµ “ AM pC ´ pCq `?n `ATD ´ATµ˘˘ ,
we have
(46)
›››?nAM p pDA ` pCATµq ´ ?nAM pDA `CATµq›››
2
ď }AM}2}C ´ pC}2 ››?n `AT pD ´ µq˘››2
ď aM}C ´ pC}2 ››?npATD ´ATµq››2 ,
where the second inequality holds for n large enough by (NA) assumption. Since } pC´C}2 “
oFnp1q uniformly across Fn by assumption (Var) and
››?npATD ´ATµq››
2
converges in
distribution by (CLT) assumption to }G}2, whereG „ Na p0,ΣAq uniformly across Fn P Fn,
we have that the term in (46) converges to zero in probability uniformly across Fn P F ,
hence the conclusion follows.
Proof of Theorem 19
Since for any t P R
PB
`
t,D,ATµ
˘
“
Eω„G
„pFn"?n}AT pD˚´Dq}
2
ět,ωPHM´
?
nAMxDA´AM pCATZ˚´?nAM pCATµ ˇˇˇD,ω*
Eω„G
„pFn"ωPHM´?nAMxDA´AM pCATZ˚´?nAM pCATµ ˇˇˇD,ω* ,
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by the bootstrap consistency assumption (B), we can write
P
B
`
t,D,ATµ
˘
“
Eω„G
„
PG
"
}pΣ1{2
A
G}2ět,ωPHM´
?
nAMxDA´AM pC pΣ1{2A G´?nAM pCATµ
ˇˇˇ
D,ω
*
`En
Eω„G
„
PG
"
ωPHM´
?
nAMxDA´AM pC pΣ1{2A G´?nAM pCATµ
ˇˇˇ
D,ω
*
`E1n
,
where conditional on D we have G „ Nap0, Iaq. Furthermore, for the random variables En
and E1n we have En, E1n “ oFnp1q uniformly over t P R and over Fn P Fn. By the uniform
consistency of the variance, assumption (Var), and Lemma 25, the following holds for any
t P R
P
B
`
t,D,ATµ
˘
“
Eω„G
”
PG
!
}Σ1{2
A
G}2ět,ωPHM´
?
nAMDA´AMCΣ1{2A G´
?
nAMCA
Tµ
ˇˇ
D,ω
)ı
`en
Eω„G
”
PG
!
ωPHM´
?
nAMDA´AMCΣ1{2A G´
?
nAMCATµ
ˇˇ
D,ω
)ı
`e1n
,
where en, e
1
n “ oFnp1q uniformly over Fn P F and over t P R. By the law of iterated
expectation and using the definitions of Q2 and Q3, we further have
P
Bpt,D,ATµq
“
EG
„
I!}Σ1{2A G}2ět)G
!
HM ´
?
nAMDA ´AMCΣ1{2A G´
?
nAMCA
Tµ
ˇˇ
D,G
)
` en
EG
”
G
!
HM ´
?
nAMDA ´AMCΣ1{2A G´
?
nAMCATµ
ˇˇ
D,G
)ı
` e1n
“
EG
„
I!}Σ1{2A G}2ět)Q2pΣ1{2A G;ZA,∆q
ˇˇ
D

` en
EZ
”
Q2pΣ1{2A G;ZA,∆q
ˇˇˇ
D
ı
` e1n
“
EG
„
I!}Σ1{2A G}2ět)Q2pΣ1{2A G;ZA,∆q
ˇˇ
D

` en
Q3 pZA;∆q ` e1n
“
EG
»–I"
}Σ1{2
A
G}2ět
*Q2pΣ1{2A G;ZA,∆q
ˇˇ
D
fifl
Q3pZA;∆q `
en
Q3pZA;∆q
1` e1n
Q3pZA;∆q
,
where in the last equality we divided both numerator and denominator by Q3 pZA;∆q.
For any δ ą 0 and C ą 0 we have
Fn
"ˇˇˇˇ
en
Q3 pZA;∆q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď δ
*
ě Fn t|en| ď δC, Q3 pZA;∆q ě Cu
ě 1´ Fnt|en| ą δCu ´ Fn tQ3 pZA;∆q ă Cu .
Since en “ oFnp1q uniformly across Fn P F , we have that sup
Fn
Fnt|en| ą δCu Ñ 0 as
n Ñ 8. This is the part where it becomes crucial to have the denominator Q3pZA;∆q
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lower-bounded in probability. By the Lower bound lemma (Lemma 24), there exists C to
make sup
FnPFn
Fn tQ3 pZA;∆q ă Cu arbitrarily small for large enough n. This shows
lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn
"ˇˇˇˇ
en
Q3 pZA;∆q
ˇˇˇˇ
ą δ
*
“ 0.
Similarly, we have
lim
nÑ8 supFnPFn
Fn
"ˇˇˇˇ
e1n
Q3 pZA;∆q
ˇˇˇˇ
ą δ
*
“ 0.
Thus, we have
P
B
`
t,D,ATµ
˘ “ EG
„
I!}Σ1{2A G}2ět)Q2pΣ1{2A G;ZA,∆q
ˇˇˇ
D

Q3 pZA;∆q ` gn,
where gn “ oFnp1q uniformly across Fn P F and over t P R. By Lemma 18 in Section 6 we
also have gn “ oFn˚ p1q, which allows us to make conditional statements. Since
EG
„
I!}Σ1{2A G}2ět)Q2pΣ1{2A G;ZA,∆q
ˇˇˇ
D

Q3 pZA;∆q
“
ş
}s´ATµ}2ět GtHM´
?
nAMDA´
?
nAMCsu expp´n2 ps´ATµqTΣ´1A ps´ATµqqdsş
Ra
GtHM´
?
nAMDA´
?
nAMCsu expp´n2 ps´ATµqTΣ´1A ps´ATµqqds
“ P `t,DA,ATµ˘ ,
the survival function of }?nAT pD ´ µq}2 when the data is normally distributed, we get
that the conclusion holds by the selective CLT assumption.
F. Model selection and the asymptotics for the LASSO. We characterize the
model pE, sEq chosen by the randomized Lasso objective in Section 3 and show that asymp-
totically the selection region is affine in terms of D. We also show that D is asymptotically
linear test statistic.
The notation is as in Section 3. Recall that our data comes from pX,yq „ Fnn with
Fn P Fn. We assume the following about the Fn:
(a) Given pX1, y1q „ Fn, we assume that }X1}8 has uniformly bounded third moment
across Fn P Fn, i.e. sup
FnPFn
EFnrn3{2}X1}38s ă 8, where recall X1 are scaled with 1{
?
n.
(b) Given pX1, y1q „ Fn and a fixed active set E, we assume that the residuals ǫ1 “
y1 ´XT1,Eβ˚E , where β˚E are the population coefficients corresponding to set E, have
bounded third moments, i.e. sup
FnPFn
EFnr|ǫ1|3s ă 8.
These assumption allow us to get uniform CLT results across Fn P Fn for the predictors
and for the residuals. They can be weakened but for simplicity we keep them as above. Note
that the assumptions are pre-selection, treating E as fixed.
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Lemma 26 (Asymptotically affine LASSO selection event) Assumming (a) holds, the
selection event of randomized LASSO is asymptotically affine in D.
Proof The KKT conditions for the randomized LASSO are
XTEpy ´XEβˆEq “ λsE ´ ωE ` ǫβˆE
XT´Epy ´XEβˆEq “ λu´E ´ ω´E
diagpsEqβˆE ě 0, }u´E}8 ď 1,(47)
where u´E is the sub-gradient of
B|βj |
Bβj
ˇˇ
β“ pβ for j R E (inactive variables) and diagpsEq is an
|E| ˆ |E| matrix having the entries of sE on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. The KKT
conditions above become
βˆE “ β¯E ´ pXTEXEq´1 pλsE ´ ωEq ` ǫpXTEXEq´1βˆE
λu´E “XT´E
`
y ´XEβ¯E
˘`XT´EXEpXTEXEq´1 pλsE ´ ωEq
` ǫXT´EXEpXTEXEq´1βˆE ` ω´E .
By the strong law of large numbers, pre-selection we have
XTEXE “
nÿ
i“1
xE,ix
T
E,i
FnÑ EFn
“
n ¨ xE,1xTE,1
‰ “: E1 P R|E|ˆ|E|
XT´EXE “
nÿ
i“1
x´E,ixTE,i
FnÑ EFn
“
n ¨ x´E,1xTE,1
‰ “: E2 P Rpp´|E|qˆ|E|,
where the deviations from the mean are OFn
´
1?
n
¯
(under CLT assumptions), we write the
inequalities from (47) using
diagpsEqβ¯E ´ diagpsEqE´11 pλsE ´ ωEq `OFn
ˆ
1?
n
˙
ě 0,
´ λ ď
››››XT´Epy ´XEβ¯Eq `E2E´11 pλsE ´ ωEq ` ω´E `OFn ˆ 1?n
˙››››
8
ď λ.
hence the selection event is asymptotically affine in terms of D.
The next lemma shows that 1?
n
D is asymptotically linear, i.e. D “ 1?
n
řn
i“1 ξi` oFnp1q,
where ξi are measurable with respect to pXi, yiq and EFnξi is the same across i “ 1, . . . , n.
Note that we need 1{?n in front of D since having X scaled with 1{?n gives the CLT for
D ´ EFnrDs.
Lemma 27 (Asymptotic linearity) Assuming (a) and (b), test statistic 1?
n
D is asymp-
totically linear.
Proof We have
β¯E ´ β˚E “ pXTEXEq´1XTE py ´XEβ˚Eq
“ E´11 XTE py ´XEβ˚Eq `
`pXTEXEq´1 ´E´11 ˘XTE py ´XEβ˚Eq
“ E´11
nÿ
i“1
`
yi ´ xTE,iβ˚E
˘
xE,i `OFn
ˆ
1?
n
˙
OFnp1q,
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and the last term is OFn
´
1?
n
¯
, which implies oFnp1q. The second term similarly satisfies
XT´E
`
y ´XEβ¯E
˘´XT´E py ´XEβ˚Eq “XT´EXEpβ˚E ´ β¯Eq
“ ´XT´EXEpXTEXEq´1XTE py ´XEβ˚Eq
“ ´E2E´11 XTE py ´XEβ˚Eq ´
`
XT´EXEpXTEXEq´1 ´E2E´11
˘
XTE py ´XEβ˚Eq .
The first term after the last equality is linear and the second term is of orderOFn
´
1?
n
¯
OFnp1q,
hence also oFnp1q.
Assuming (MGF) and (NA), the two lemmas above allow us to get the uniform validity of
the plugin Gaussian pivot. To have the asymptotic uniform validity of the bootstrap pivot
we additionally need the pre-selection bootstrap consistency of the target. In the LASSO
example, it means that treating E as fixed asymptotically we have that β¯˚E´β¯E and β¯E´β˚E
have the same asymptotic distribution, where β¯˚ denotes the bootstrap version of β¯E. Since
these assumptions are standard in the bootstrap literature we omit them here.
G. Additional example: Marginal screening. Selective inference in the nonran-
domized setting for the marginal screening problem was considered in Lee and Taylor (2014)
and the randomized one in Tian et al. (2016). We compute the bootstrapped test statistic in
the randomized setting. Nonrandomized marginal screening computes marginal t-statistics
Sj “ X
T
j y
σˆj
, where σˆj is the variance estimates ofX
T
j y, j “ 1, . . . , p, and thresholds their ab-
solute value at some threshold c, perhaps z1´α{2 where α is some nominal p-value threshold.
Randomized marginal screening solves the following randomized problem
ηˆpS,ωq “ argmin
ηPRp,}η}8ďc
1
2
}η ´ S}22 ´ ωTη,
with ω „ G independent of the data, to get the active set E. Conditioning on the set E
achieving the threshold c and their signs to be sE , we see that this event isxMpE,sEq “ tpS,ωq : ηˆEpS,ωq “ c ¨ sE , }ηˆ´EpS,ωq} ă cu
or in terms of the data vector T and optimization variables the selection event becomes
(48) tpS,η,zq : ηE “ c ¨ sE ,diagpsEqzE ě 0, }η´E}8 ă c,z´E “ 0u .
Here z is the subgradient of the characteristic function corresponding to the set tη P Rp :
}η}8 ď cu.
Let us describe the joint density of the data and optimization variables, pη´E,zEq, as-
suming the goal is inference for a linear combination of the parameter β˚E . Since
S “ diagp1{σˆqXTy “ diagp1{σˆq
ˆ
XTEXE 0|E|ˆpp´|E|q
XT´EXE Ip´|E|
˙
D “: ´MD,
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where diagp1{σˆq is a p ˆ p matrix with diagonal elements σˆj , j “ 1, . . . , p, and zeros
elsewhere, the randomization reconstruction map becomes
ωpD,η´E ,zEq “
ˆ
c ¨ sE
η´E
˙
`MD `
ˆ
zE
0
˙
.
If we are testing H0 : A
Tβ˚E “ θ, using the decomposition as in the LASSO example above
we sample pT ,η´E ,zEq from
φpθ, pΣT qpT q ¨ g
ˆˆ
c ¨ sE
η´E
˙
`MF `M pΣD,T pΣ´1T T ` ˆzE0
˙˙
,
with the support Ra ˆ r´c, csp´|E| ˆ R|E|sE .
Having the density above, we can use any of the samplers mentioned: optimization
weighted sampler, wild bootstrap sampler or directly sampling from the density above
(selective sampler). Here we describe the wild bootstrap density since the others should be
clear. Using the wild bootstrap approximation, the bootstrapped randomization reconstruc-
tion map denote the randomization reconstruction map as
ωBpα,η´E ,zEq “
ˆ
c ¨ sE
η´E
˙
`MF `M pΣD,T pΣ´1T T pαq `M pΣD,T pΣ´1T θ ` ˆzE0
˙
.
Now we sample pα,η´E ,zEq from the density proportional to˜
nź
i“1
hαpαiq
¸
¨ gpωBpα,η´E,zEqq
and supported on supppHαqn ˆ r´c, csp´|E| ˆ R|E|sE .
H. Sampling details. To sample from either the plugin CLT or the bootstrap density,
we use projected Langevin MC to sample from a log-concave density with constraints. Given
a convex set K Ă Rn with a nonempty interior, let us denote with PK the projection onto
K. We are interested in sampling from a density fpxq on Rn given by
dfpxq
dx
9 e´f˜pxqItxPKu,
where f˜ : K Ñ R is a convex and differentiable function (or at least sub-differentiable).
Based on the previous point Xk in the chain, projected Langevin computes the next
point using the following update
(49) Xk`1 “ PK
´
Xk ´ η∇f˜pXkq `
a
2ηξk
¯
,
where ξ1, ξ2, . . . are i.i.d. sequence of standard normal in R
n and η is the step size. Since
our constraint region is simple due to the change of variables of Tian et al. (2016), the
projection step is easy. Bubeck, Eldan and Lehec (2015) prove that this chain will converge
to a true density under some conditions.
Taking the randomization density g and the bootstrap weights density hα to be log-
concave, we use the updates above to sample from the bootstrap densities. Let us now write
the Langevin updates for the sampling of density some of the examples mentioned so far.
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Example H.1 (LASSO, introduced in Section 3) We write the Langevin updates for
the samplers mentioned in the main text.
• (Selective sampler) Let us first write down the projected Langevin update for sampling
from the plugin CLT density in (14).¨˚
˝T
pi`1q
β
pi`1q
E
u
pi`1q
´E
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˚˝T piq ´ η pΣ´1T pT piq ´ θq ` ηĂMT∇ω log gpωpT piq,β
piq
E ,u
piq
´Eqq `
?
2ηξpiq
P1
´
β
piq
E ` ηBT∇ω log gpωpT piq,βpiqE ,upiq´Eqq `
?
2ηξ
piq
1
¯
P2
´
u
piq
´E ` ηUT∇ω log gpωpT piq,βpiqE ,upiq´Eqq `
?
2ηξ
piq
2
¯ ‹˛‹‚,
where ωpT ,βE ,u´Eq “ ĂMT ` BβE ` Uu´E ` rL and pξpiq, ξpiq1 , ξpiq2 q „ N p0, Iaq ˆ
N p0, I|E|q ˆN p0, Ip´|E|q and independent of all the other random variables. Here, P1 is
the projection onto the orthant R
|E|
sE and P2 is the projection onto the cube r´1, 1sp´|E|.
• (Wild bootstrap sampler) Now let us write down the projected Langevin update to sam-
ple from the bootstrap density in (16). Denoting ĎM “ ĂMAT pXTEXEq´1XTE εˆ, we have
ωBpα,βE ,u´Eq “ ĎMα ` BβE ` Uβu´E ` rL ` ĂMθ from (15). The gradient of the
selective log-density becomes
G
¨˝
α
βE
u´E
‚˛“
¨˚
˝∇α
´řn
j“1 log hαpαjq
¯
` ĎMT∇ω log gpωBpα,βE ,u´Eqq
BT∇ω log gpωBpα,βE ,u´Eqq
UT∇ω log gpωBpα,βE ,u´Eqq
‹˛‚.
Based on the current point pαpiq,βpiqE ,upiq´Eq, the update becomes¨˚
˝α
pi`1q
β
pi`1q
E
u
pi`1q
´E
‹˛‚“ P
¨˚
˝
¨˚
˝α
piq
β
piq
E
u
piq
´E
‹˛‚` η ¨G
¨˚
˝α
piq
β
piq
E
u
piq
´E
‹˛‚`a2ηξpiq‹˛‚,
where ξpiq „ N p0, In`pq and independent of all the other random variables. Here, P
projects α onto psupppHαqqn and the optimization variables as above.
• (Weighted optimization sampler) This sampler fixes T at its observed value while moving
the optimization variables only with the updates similar to the ones in the selective sampler
above with T piq “ T obs throughout.
Example H.2 (Forward stepwise, introduced in Section 8.1)
• (Selective sampler) To sample from the plugin CLT density in (26), the Langevin update
at pi` 1q-th step based on pT piq,zpiq1 , . . . ,zpiqK q, the point at the i-th step, is the following¨˚
˚˝˚˚T pi`1qzpi`1q1
...
z
pi`1q
K
‹˛‹‹‹‚“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
T piq ´ ηpΣ´1T pT piq ´ θq ` ηřKk“1 ĂMTk ∇ωk log gpωkpT piq,zpiqk qq ` ?2ηξpiq
P1
´
z
piq
1 ` η∇ω1 log g1pω1pT piq,zpiq1 qq `
?
2ηξ
piq
1
¯
...
PK
´
z
piq
K ` η∇ωK log gKpωKpT piq,zpiqK q `
?
2ηξ
piq
K
¯
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚,
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where ωkpzk,T q “ zk`MkF `ĂMkT and pξpiq, ξpiq1 , . . . , ξpiqK q „ N p0, IaqˆN p0, Ipqˆ. . .ˆ
N p0, Ip´K`1q and independent of all the other variables. Here, Pk denotes the projection
onto BIBkpηˆkq for k “ 1, . . . ,K.
• (Wild bootstrap sampler) Using wild bootstrap, the randomization reconstruction map at
k-th step becomes
ωBk pα,zkq “ zk `MkF ` ĂMkθ ` ĂMkT pαq “ zk `MkF ` ĂMkθ ` ĎMkα,
where ĎMk “ ĂMkAT pXTEXEq´1XTEdiagpεˆq, hence linear in the bootstrap weights α and
the sub-gradient zk. Taking into account all the randomization reconstruction maps for
k “ 1, . . . ,K, the bootstrap density of pα,z1, . . . ,zKq is proportional to
(50)
˜
nź
i“1
hαpαiq
¸
¨
Kź
k“1
gk
`
ωBk pα,zkq
˘
and supported on psupppHαqqn ˆ
śn
i“1 BIBkpηˆkq. The gradient of the selective log-density
is
G
¨˚
˚˝˚ αz1
...
zK
‹˛‹‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝˚˚∇α
´řn
j“1 log hαpαjq
¯
`řKk“1 ĎMTk ∇ωk log gpωBk pα,zkqq
∇ω1 log g1pωB1 pα,z1qq
...
∇ωK log gKpωBKpα,zKq
‹˛‹‹‹‚.
Given the gradient, the Langevin updates are straightforward.
Example H.3 (Multiple views with GLMs and group LASSO penalty, intro-
duced in Section 8.2)
• (Selective sampler) We write the sampling updates for the density in (30). At each
step of the Langevin MC, we move the target vector T and the optimization variables
tpγk,gqgPAk , pzk,hqhP´AkuKk“1. The gradient of the logarithm of the selective density in (30)
becomes
G
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
T
pγ1,gqgPA1
pz1,hqhP´A1
...
pγK,gqgPAK
pzK,hqhP´AK
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
´pΣ´1T pT ´ θq `řKk“1 ´ĂMTk ∇ log gkpωkq `∇T log Jk¯
ΓT1∇ log g1pω1q `∇pγ1,gqgPA1 log J1
ZT1 ∇ log g1pω1q `∇pz1,hqhP´A1 log J1
...
ΓTK∇ log gKpωKq `∇pγK,gqgPAK log JK
ZTK∇ log gKpωKq `∇pzK,hqhP´AK log JK
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
where ωk is the randomization reconstruction from (29), k “ 1, . . . ,K. Given the gradient,
the updates follow easily from (49).
• (Wild bootstrap sampler) Using the wild bootstrap, QEpβ˚Eq´1XTEdiagpεˆqα, where α “
pα1, . . . , αnq P Rn with αi i.i.d.„ Hα, approximates the distribution of β¯E ´ β˚E. Denote
T pαq “ ATQEpβ˚Eq´1XTEdiagpεˆq. Replacing T with T pαq ` θ, the sampling density on
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the bootstrap weights α P Rn and the optimization variables pγk,gqgPAk and pzk,gqgP´Ak ,
k “ 1, . . . ,K, becomes
(51)
˜
nź
i“1
hαpαiq
¸
¨
˜
Kź
k“1
gk
`
ωkpĎMkα` Fkpγk,gqgPAk `Zkpzk,gqhP´Akq ` sLk˘ ¨ Jk
¸
,
where ĎMk “ ĂMkATQEpβ˚Eq´1XTEdiagpεˆq, sLk “ rLk ` ĂMθ, with the weights restricted
to α P supppHαqn and the optimization variables as in (28). To sample from the bootstrap
density in (51), we use Langevin MC where at each step we move the bootstrap weights,
vector α P Rn, and the optimization variables tpγk,gqgPAk , pzk,hqhP´AkuKk“1. The gradient
of the logarithm of the selective density from (51) becomes
Gb
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
α
pγ1,gqgPA1
pz1,hqhP´A1
...
pγK,gqgPAK
pzK,hqhP´AK
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
p∇α
řn
i“1 hαpαiqq `
řK
k“1
` ĎMTk ∇ log gkpωkq `∇T log Jk˘
ΓT1∇ log g1pω1q `∇pγ1,gqgPA1 log J1
ZT1 ∇ log g1pω1q `∇pz1,hqhP´A1 log J1
...
ΓTK∇ log gKpωKq `∇pγK,gqgPAK log JK
ZTK∇ log gKpωKq `∇pzK,hqhP´AK log JK
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
where ωk is the randomization reconstruction map from (29), k “ 1, . . . ,K. In the case
of standard normal bootstrap weights ∇α
řn
i“1 hαpαiq “ ´α.
Remark 28 There are both theoretical and practical considerations when choosing the den-
sity of the randomization, g, and the density of bootstrap weights, hα. We take g to be
Laplace, logistic or Gaussian and hα to be the standard normal.
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